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I believe next it is appropriate to
republish material already offered to
you in other JOURNALS and LZBERATORS but I have been given an
insert from this most recent edition of
Spotlight and some parts of it are
comprehensive and succinct. I cannot
suggest that you simply take the material and accept it as is for the perceptions and conclusions are so obviously
wrong that I cannot simply quote it
and give proper credit to investigators. I respect one, Mike Blair, tremendously but to assume the published notion that the Soviets are disarming and that the Soviet Bloc has
given up Communism and other rigid
government restrictions is believing
in pipe dreams and smoke vapors. I
believe it worthy of reprinting herein
for you who do not access that paper
in point. At any rate-YOU MUST
KNOW WHAT YOU ARE UP
AGAINST. FEMA me+ Federal
Emergency Management Agency. I
also wish to focus on George Bush’s
CIA transgressions butI believe FEMA
must take priority for this writing.

YOUR CONSTITUTIONAL
RIGHTS COULD
DISAPPEAR OVERNIGHT
WHAT IS FEMA?
FEMA is the acronym [Your government LOVES acronyms for it
gets so confusing to you-the-people
and the government (Congress) that
no one can figure out what is being
either talked about nor identified in
many cases] for Federal Emergency

senters in the wake of an undefined
national emergency. The only difference now is that it includes all of you
who do not wish the installation of the
New World Order. The bases are
identified, outfittedand ready for your
incarceration, RIGHT NOW.
Does FEMA pose a danger to
lawful government? Is there the possibility of a dictatorial overthrow of
the Constitution with the President
seizing all power?
George Bush rarely gives a speech
on world affairs that he doesn’t refer,
by word or implication, to the oncoming New World Order.
Now, however, this new method
is ready to nullify America’s treasured Constitution, and the insidious
EO’s have gained a new and even
more dangerous part to play in the
plotting of the one worlders of the
TrilateraIist-Bilderberger ilk of the
Committee of 300 (Club of Rome).

Management Agency. It was established by Executive Order 12148 and
signed into existence by Jimmy Carter
in 1979.
It was originally planned as an
umbrella administration consisting of
the disaster and emergency response
arms of nearly a dozen scattered federal agencies.
Questions have existed about
FEMA’s role from the beginning.
Veteran Washington watchers have
long been puzzled by its secretive
PRESIDENTIAL
role, except, of course, those who put
EXECUTIVE ORDERS
the confusing and dictatorial insurPORTEND TAKEOVER
ante plan into effect.
The Reagan administration, for
The massive danger of such
example, had plans for arresting tens schemes as those proposed by Rep.
of thousands of “potentially subver- Newt Gingrich and Sen. Phil Gramm
sive” suspect aliens, critics and dis- is that any declared “national emergencies” would allow the President to
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Management Agency

itor ‘s note: The hone numI?
er to contact the PRil Donahue
showabout the Dr. VWight/FDA
invasionheadlinedin lastweek ‘s
LIBERATOR was incorrect.
The correct number is l-212664-4444. W sincere& apologize for any inconvenience our
error caused.)

activate repressive EO’s signed by
presidents going back to World War
II. Yes, indeed, for you who recognize this information: We have given
this many times in many places-but
did you REALLY absorb the importance and finality of the facts?
Let’s list the EO’s again for your

reminding-in brief format and then
we can better discuss individual issues.
EO 10995: Provides for the takeover of the communications
media. In other words, forget
about freedom of the press,
TV, radio (speech). It is already controlled by the Elite
business manipulators but this
would simply bring it into absolute control by the President. The evolvement has
been gradual enough that you
actually probably wouldn’t
even notice the difference.
EO 10997: Provides for the takeover of all food resources and
the nation’s farms.
EO 10999: Provides for the takeover of all modes of transportation, control of highways,
seaports,‘etc.
EO 1’1000:Provides for mobilization of all civilians into work
brigades under government supervision. In other words,
YOU, as slave labor.
EO 11001: Provides for govemment takeover of all health,
education and welfare functions.
EO 11002: Designates the postPleasesee ENSLA VEMENT, nextpage
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master general to operate a
national registration of all persons.
EO 11003: Provides for the government to take over airports
and aircraft.
EO 11004: Provides for the Housing and Finance Authority to
relocate communities, designate areas to be abandoned and
establish new locations for
populations.

EO 11005 : Provides for the government to takeover railroads,
inland waterways and public
storage facilities.
Actually, do not be misled by the
term “government”
in the above
“orders”. These are Executive Orders and that means “THE PRESIDENT” will be the one to decide and
cause to come into action the above
listing of all facilities control and
even decide when and where you
shall be moved from your homes.
c
.
SURVIWNAIN;;E

AIDS

By Taki Anagnoston, M. D.
$14.95...339ppTrade
Paper
ISBN: 0-922356-44-O
Learn about AIDS from the intensive
research of an M.D. Discover whai
AIDS really is - The economics oj
AIDS - Mans future: AIDS cure OI

extinction?- Precautionto taketo pm
tect yourself- Whatour Government,
Organizedmedicine, Hospitals and
Physicians are doing about AIDS.

AIDS: THE LAST
GREAT PLAGUE
By Sananda,

Hatonn, Ashtar,

Nikola Tesla, & Walter Russell
!§10.00...150pp Trade Paper
ISBN: 0-922356-04-l
lnthissoberingJOuRNALtheh4ANmadeoriginofAlDSaswellasMANY
other viruses is revealed. Implicated
in this Conspiracy for population reduction%hrough the spread of AIDS
are the “World Health Organization”
through its Small Pox Vaccination
program in Africa and The “Public
Health Service” through its Hepatitis
B study on Homosexual men in New
York, Los Angeles and San Francisco. Learn who is behind this biological warfare against humanity, why
vaccines will never work and why
there is no such thing as “safe” sex.

.

TO ORDER CONTACT
AMERICA WEST
PUBLISHERS
l-800-729-4 13 1
,

All of the above orders were cornbined by President Richard Nixon
into the notorious EO 11490 which
allows all of these insidious things to
take Place if a national emergency is
de&&--and
guess WHOcan decide
if and when you are experiencing a
“national emergency”? Ah, I thought
you could guess!
Here are some direct quotes from
a 40-page Nixon EO: “Develop plans
and procedures for the Department of
Defense utilization of non-industrial
facilities in the event of an emergency
in order to reduce requirements for
new construction and to provide facilities in a minimum period of
time.. . . ” -in other words, the confii-

for forced labor,
dent himself.
“Provision for regulation of money
Incredibly, FEMA even has the
and credit in accordance with the power to assume the duties of the
needs of the economy, including the President himself-and that is why he
acquisition,
decentralization
and involves himself personally in such
distribution of emergency supplies matters as the L. A, riots, etc., to show
of currency; the collection of cash that he has TOTAL AND UNQUALJitems and non-cash items; and the FIED CONTROL OF ALL.
conduct of fiscal agency and foreign
FEMA, UNDER ITS MORE INoperations. n That about gets it ALL, NOCENT APPEARING POSTURE,
does it not?
IS THE ORGANIZATION OF THE
“Provision for the continued or FEDERAL GOVERNMENT THAT
resumed operation of banking, sav- RUSHES IN TO ADMINISTER FEDings and loan, and farm credit institu- ERAL AID AND ASSISTANCE
tions, including measures for the ret- WHEN A DISASTER STRIKES A
reation of evidence of assets or liabili- COMMUNITY
OR STATE-TO
ties destroyed or inaccessible,
CAUSE YOU TO FORGET WHAT
“Regulation of the withdrawal of THE REAL POINT IS, IN FACT.
cation of private (YOUR) propertycurrency and the transfer of credits
This full document of Carter has
in part or in total.
including deposit and share account been given to you so I shall not herein
balances. n
reprint it, but you can obtain a copy
FOREIGN SOLDIERS LIVING
This should hit you where you from the July 24, 1979 Federal RegIN YOUR HOME
live-in the pocket-book!
her. (Copies are also to be available
There are those naive souls who from America West.)
“Develop plans and procedures believe that fears of the United States
Finally, your nice friendly “comfor the provision of logistical support ever becoming a dictatorship are un- municator”, Ronald Reagan, came
to members of foreign FORCES, warranted. FromtheaboveEO signed along and updated this EO in his last
their employees and dependents as by Nixon on October 28, 1969, the full year in office-on November 18,
may be present in the United States reader can judge for himself. ANY- 1988 (some would call it “lame duck”
under terms of bilateral or multilat- ONE OUT THERE!NERVOUS YET? deep “due-due and owing”), leaving
era1 agreements which authorize
such support in the event of a national emergency. n

THEN CAME CARTER

his successor. Bush, THE TOOLS
TO CREATE A DICTATORSHIP&
HIS “NEW WORLD ORDER”. Is

In other words, prepare for the
billeting of foreign troops in your
home, contrary to the Third Amendment.
“Develop emergency plans for the
control of alien enemies and OTHER
ALIENS within the United States.. . .
The location, restraint or custody of
aliens.. . . n

Then along cameCarter with more there any “wonder” all these nice
teeth than lips but as much “bite”. He “old” boys past presidents are so
did up a dandy in EO 12148, titled the chummy and so “into” helping in all
Federal Emergency Management
sorts of political capacities? How
sleepy are you little Americans?
Act (FEMA).

DO NOT BE BLIND, LmLE
CHELAS-NOTE
THE TERM
“FOREIGN”
WAS
USED
WHEREIN “FOREIGN” IS SUITABLE AND “ALIEN”
MEANS
EXACTLY THAT WHICH YOU
SO
PERCEIVE IT MEANS!!!!
NOW WHO DO YOU THINK BE
LIEVES IN “FLYING SAUCERS”
AND LITTLE GRAY MEN FROM
MARS??? PLEASE NOTE ALSO
THAT THIS HAS BEEN IN TOTAL EFFECT SINCE THE 1960’s.
“The Secretary of Labor shall
have primary responsibility for preparing national emergency plans
and developing preparedness programs covering civilian manpower
resources.”

If you would find the government’s
most tightly guarded installation, you
would find Fort Meade, Maryland. It
houses, among other things, the secret
National Security Agency.
It is
unmarked as to buildings, windowless
offices and located on the grounds of
Fort Meade. Hundreds of thousands
of American citizens are computerized by technicians on the payroll of
FEMA. You pay for your own imprisonment dossier and computer file
in more detail than you can imagine in
your wildest nightmares.
Administratively, this place is the
equivalent of an unlisted telephone. It
has no official existence. There is no
listing for it, no traceabledesignation.

AU prior EO’s having anythii
to do with emergency planning were
incorporated into it. This EG pives
the President absolute Dower during any “emergency”
SO DECLARED BY HIMSELF.

AMERICANS ARE
COMPUTERIZED

From Carter’s machinations
emerged a totally new bureaucracy,
the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA), which assumed control of a chain of older “emergency
agencies”, including the Federal Disaster Assistance Administration, the
Federal Insurance Administration, the
National Weather Service, the Federal Emergency Broadcast System and
about a dozen others.
In an &emergency*, FEMA was,
through EO 12148, to virtually take
over the key functions of the national
government by means of “senior representatives” and “liaisonagents” now
positioned in every major government
Preparations can be undertaken agency and handpicked by the Presi- Please see ENSLA VEMENT, nactpage
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But it’s there, friends, idling quietly
and sucking up more and more information every moment of existence,
like a doomsday bomb waiting for its
moment in history.
The job of FEMA’s secret data
control annex at Fort Meade is to
develop so-called CAPS-the term
stands for “crisis action programs”
(more acronyms)-to be implemented
in national emergencies (see above).

The term was originally used to denote
disaster relief plans at the Federal
Preparedness Agency, once a department of the General Services Administration, now merged into FEMA.
But the computerized action plans
instrumented at Fort Meade have nothing to do with aiding victims of hurricanes or other natural disasters. They
are blueprints for taking over the
U.S. government and converting it
into a command system under the
“emergency management” of federal bureaucrats. This might be OK
if the commander were not worse
than the commanded.

Privately, congressional investigators, intelligence analysts and veteran Washington newsmen familiar
with the inner machinery of the vast
Federal Bureaucracy have long expressed a lot of concern and anxiety
about FEMA and I would guess that is
very much understated. An “umbrella administration” born in 1978
when President Jimmy Carter combined the disaster and emergency response functions of nearly a dozen
scattered federal outposts into a single
agency, FEMA has always been retognized as an “activist” and secretive
fraternity up to “NO GOOD”.
UNDER LOUIS GIUFFRIDA,
APPOINTED FEMA DIRECTOR BY
PRESIDENT REAGAN IN 1981,
THE AGENCY DEVELOPED A
TOP-SECRET
PROJECT FOR
ARRESTING TENS OF THOUSANDS OF “SUSPECT ALIENS”
ALONG WITH TROUBLESOME
CRITICS
AND DISSENTERS
WIIOM THE WHITE HOUSE
FOUND ANNOYING ENOUGH TO
BE LABELED “POTENTIALLY
SUBVERSIVE. n Again, note the use
of the term “alien” with the expected
assumption from you-the-people as
being tiforeign ,,.
This was labeled Operation Rex
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84. These un-Constitutional plans
were first discovered and revealed by
some good investigative reporters in
1984 and brought public-only to be
totally buried and quashed.
The expose did wreck some of
FEMA’s plans for immediate setting
up of mass “emergency detention centers” and cost Giuffrida his post as
director-and until that little interruption could be overcome the workings
were focused on secret preparations
for insuring the continuity of the federal government in ill-defined “emergencies” .
Ah yes, Gerald Ford was into the
thickof it, also, sodon’t start counting
chickens before the eggs. The above
statement is fully attributable to Gerald
Ford and was enunciated by Ford in
Executive Order 11921, and fully
understood by FEMA to mean that
one day they would be in charge of
the country under the control of
whatever “President”
would be
placed “in power” at the appropriate time. But at the time the bureau-

- __
crats fully understood that they would
be waiting for their “real” mission,
preparation
and then take over when
Some
“situation” seemed serious
enough to turn the United States into
a police state as declared by that
President
As an illustration of FEMA’s conspiratorial core, we can cite the instance of the 1989 visit by President
George Bush to Cartagena, Colombia, to attend a so-called regional drug
summit with three Latin American
presidents.
There were rumors of a terrorist

TODAY’S HEALTH
ALTERNATIVE
By Raquel Martin
$16.95...Trade Paper

threat against Bush by Colombian drug
hit squads. This was fully known by
the Central Intelligence Agency.
Teams of Secret Service, FBI and CIA
agents were mobilized to find out how
serious was the threat, while back at
the ranch in Washington FEMA went
to work on an emergency program in
case the presidential plane was hit by
a Stinger missile somewhere over
Colombia. Now what do you suppose
they have up their sleeves for the
meeting in Rio?
FEMA’s emergency measures included preparations to round up more
than 10,000 Americans “red-lined” in
the agency’s computers as “activists,
supporters or sympathizers of terrorism” in the United States.
In August 1990, after Iraq invaded
Kuwait, FEMA got ready to deal with
“terrorist emergencies” in the United
States by churning up the same old
discredited computer compilation of
“terrorist supporters and sympathizers”, adding thousands of names to it
and alerting the U.S. Army to set up
detention camps to hold these innocent victims of its bureaucratic brutality.
SEIZURE COULD BE
“ANY” TIME
Executive Order 12148. July 20,
1979: By the authority vested in me as
President by the Constitution and laws
of. the United States of America, including the Federal Civil Defense Act
of 1950, asamended (50U.S.C. App.
225 1 et seq.), the Disaster Relief Act
of 1974, asamended (42U.S.C. Cl

NEW BOOK RELEASE

and successful preventative health
care and treatment alternative.

l-101. All functions vested
in the President that have been delegated or assigned to the Defense
Pleasesee ENSLA VEMENT, nextpage

THE WORLD ORDER
By Eustace Mullins
%15.00...297pp...Hardcover

Discoverthe hidden manipulators ofthe
New”WorldOrderand howtheymainiin their power. How the Rothschild:
re involved. Our relationship with So
iet Russia. The CIA part in the play
he Rule of the Order and more.

MURDER BY
INJECTION
By Eustace Mullins
S1500...348pp...Hardcover

4ullins unveils the Conspiracy to den:
ou low cost alternative health care an
ow federal agents commit acts of Crimi
al Syndicalism to protect the profits o
ae “DrugTrust”. The World’s 18 larges
hug Firms are listed.

By Eustace Mullins
%15.00...19lpp...Hardcover

Ms. Martin has successfully dis-

seeking chiropra&c care as a valid

1-l Transfers or Reassignment of Existing Functions.

THE SECRETS OF THE
FEDERAL RESERVE

This is the first comprehensiire,
referenced, easy-to-read book
about chiropractic care as viewed
from the patient’sperspective. Over
55 million Americans are receiving or seeking chiropractic care.
pelled the myths which have in the
bast prevented individuals from

ter 58 note), the Disaster Relief Act of
1974 (88 Stat. 556), Section 43 of the
Act of 1950, as amended (50 U.S.C.
App. 2061 et seq.), Reorganization
Plan No. 1 of 1958, Reorganization
Plan No. 1 of 1973, the Strategic and
Critical Materials Stock Piling Act, as
amended (50 U.S.C. 98 et seq.), SKtion 202 of the Budget and Accounting
Procedures Act of 1950 (31 U.S.C.
581c), andsection 301 ofTitle3ofthe
United States Code, and in order to
transfer emergency functions to the
Federal Emergency Management
Agency, it is hereby ordered as follows:
SECTION 1. TRANSFERS OR
REASSIGNMENTS

To Order Cal! America West

l-800-729-4 131

“his bookgivesyouthe Truthwhichou
government leaders and historians have
lever made public. The Federal Re
.erve Act, The Aldrich Plan, The Fed
:ral Advisory Council, The Money Cre’
ttors, etc.

TO ORDER
AMERICA WEST

l-800-729-413 1
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Civil preparedness Agency, Depart-

ment of Definse, are transferred 01
reassigned to the Director for the
Federal Emergency Management
Ag=y.
l-102.
All functions vested
in the president that have beer delegated or assigned to the Federal Disaster Assistance Administration,
Department of Housing and Urban
Development, are transferred or reassigned to the Director of the Federal
Emergency Managiment Agency, including any of those functions
redelegated or reassigned to the Department of Commerce with respect to
assistance to communities in the deMkpnent of readiness plans for severe weather-related emergencies.
l-103.
AU functions vested
In the President that have been delegated or assigned to the Federal Preparedness Agency, General Services
Administration, are transferred or reassigned to &Director of the Federal

Wee Of
Dr. John Coleman
$16.95...(plus shipping)
Few know of the existence of this
most secret society consisting of
300 people who control world aff&s through a network of interlocking banks, financial institutions, insurance companies, newspapers, radio and television stations, Fortune 500 corporations
who have at their service intelligence agencies of several nations .
This book rips the lid off the top
conspiratorial body in the world
to&y who plan and direct all the
events making the headlines.

’ To-order contact:
America West
l-800-729-4131
NEW BOOK RELEASE

l-104. All functions vested
in the President by the Earthquake
Hazards Reduction Act of 1977 (42
U.S.C. 7701 etseq.), including those
functions performed by the Office of
Science and Technology Policy, are
delegated, transferred, or reassigned
to the Director of the Federal Emergency Agency. woes not the wording herein fully indicate a full working knowledge of the fact that “earthquakes” can be fully and totally
controlled to come off right on
planned schedules?]
1-2. Transfer or Reassignment of Resources.

l-201.
The records, property, personnel and positions, and
unexpended
balances
of appropriations, available or to be made
available, which relate to the functions transferred, reassigned, or
redelegated by this Order are hereby
transferred to the Director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency.
l-202. The Director of the
Office of Management and Budget
shall make such determinations, issue
such orders, and take all actions necessary or appropriate to effectuate the
transfers or reassignments provided
by this Order, including the transfer of
funds, records, property, and personnel.
SECTION 2. MANAGEMENT
OF EMERGENCY PLANNING
AND ASSISTANCE.
2- 1. General.
2-102.
The Director shall
periodically review and evaluate the
civil defenseand civil emergency functions of the Executive agencies. In
order to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of those functions, the
Director shall recommend to the President alternative methods of providing
Federal planning, management, mitigation, and assistance.
2- 103. The Director shall be
responsible for the coordination of
efforts to promote dam safety, for the
coordination of natural and nuclear
disaster warning systems, and for the
coordination of preparedness and planning to reduce the consequences of
major terrorist incidents. IFI: Does
this ACTUALLY sound like you are
all over the “cold-war” and don’t
have to worry about survival and,
or, or, or and or? Chelas, he who
keeps his eyes shut is going to be
blind when the time comes for sharp

vision just to stay alive.]

2-104.
The Director shall
represent the President in working
with State and local governments and
the private sector to stimulate vigorous participation in civil emergency
preparedness, mitigation, response,
and recovery programs.
2- 105. The Director shall
provide an annual report to the President for subsequent transmittal to the
Congress on the functions of the Federal Emergency Management Agency.
The report shall assess the current
overall state of effectiveness of Federal civil defense and civil emergency
functions, organizations, resources,
and systems and recommend measures to be taken to improve planning,
management, assistance, and relief by
all levels of government,. the private
sector, and volunteer organizations.

nuclear planning and nuclear attack
preparedness planning, the development of civil defense policies and
programs by the Director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency
shall be subject to oversight by the
Secretary of Defense and the National
Security Council. III: Ok-where
are your
sources?]

shelters

and food

re-

2-205. To the extent authorized by law and within available
resources, the Secretary of Defense
shall provide the director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency
with support for civil defense programs in the areas of program development and administration, technical
support, research, communications,
transportation, intelligence, and emergency operations.
2-206. All Executive agencies ‘shallcooperate with and assist the
2-2. Implementation.
2-20 1. In executing the func- Director in the performance of his
tions under this Order, the Director functions.
2-3. Transition Provisions.
shall develop policies which provide
2-301. The functions which
that all civil defense and civil emergency functions, resources, and sys- have been transferred, reassigned, or
redelegated by Section 1 of this Order
tems of Executive agencies are:
(a) founded on the use of exist- are recodified and revised as set forth
ing organizations, resources, and sys- in this Order at Section 4, and as
tems to the maximum extent practi- provided by the amendments made at
Section 5 to the provisions of other
cable;
(b) integrated effectively with Orders.
2-302. Notwithstanding the
organizations, resources, and programs
of State and local governments, the revocations, revisions, codifications,
private sector and volunteer organiza- and amendments made by this Order,
the Director may continue to perform
tions; and
(c) developed, tested and uti- the functions transferred to him by
lized to prepare for, mitigate, respond Section 1 of this Order, except where
to and recover from the effects on the they may otherwise be inconsistent
population of all forms of emergen- with the provisions of this Order.
SECTION 3. FEDERAL EMERties.
GENCY
MANAGEMENT COUN2-202. Assignments of civil cIL
emergency functic---ens 5shall, whenever
.
3-l.
Establishment of the
possible, be basecI on exteinsions (unCouncil
editions) (Bfthe reguder emergency COI
3- 101. There is hereby estabI- Pm---lar missions of the
Executive agenlishcd the Emergency Management
,: ^^
Council.
2-203. For purposes of this
3- 102. The Council shall
Order, “civil emergency” means any
provide guidance to the Director of the
accidental, natural, man-caused, or
Federal Emergency Management
wartime emergency-or threat thereof,
Agency in the performance of funcwhich causes or may cause substantial
tions vested in him.
injury or harm to the population or
3-3. Administrativeand Gensubstantial loss of property.
eral Provisions.
2-204.
In order that civil
3-301. The heads of Execudefense planning continues to be fully
tive agencies shall cooperate with and
compatible with the nation’s overall
assist the Council in the performance
strategic policy, and in order to maintain an effectivelink between strategic Pleasesee ENSU VEh4ENT, nwtpage
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of its functions.
3-302. The Director of the
Federal Emergency Management
Agency shall provide theCouncil with
such administrative services and support as may be necessary or appropxiate.
SECTION 4. DELEGATIONS
4-l. DeZegationofFunctions
Transferred to the President.
4- 101. The following func-

tions were transferred to the Director
of the Office of Defense Mobilization
by Section 2 of Reorganization Plan
No. 3 of 1953 (50 U.S.C. 404 note);
they were subsequently transferred to
the President by Section 1 (a) of
Reorganization Plan NO. 1 of 1958,
as amended (50 U.S.C. App. 2271
note), and they are hereby delegated to
the Director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency.
(a) The functions vested in the

Secretaries of the Army, Navy, Air
Force and Interior by the Strategic and
Critical materials Stock Piling Act, as
amended (50 U.S.C. 98 et seq.), ineluding the functions vested in the
Army and Navy Munitions Board by
item (2) of section 6(a) of that Act (50
U.S. C. 98e(a) (2), but excluding the
functionsvested intheSecretaryof the
Interior by Section 7 of that Act (50
U.S.C. 98f).
(b) The functions vested in the
Munitions E@rcl of the Department of
Defense by Section 4 (h) of the Com-

modity Credit Corporation Charter
Act, asamended (15U.S.C. 714b(h).
(c) The functions vested in the
Munitions Board of theDepartment of
Defense by Section 204(f) [originally
204(e)] of the Federal Property and
Administrative Services Act of 1949,
as amended (40 U.S.C. 485(f)).
4- 102. The functions vested
in the Director of the Office of De-

fense Mobilization by Sections 103
and 303 of the National Security Act
of 1947, asamended by Sections 8 and
50 of the Act of September 3, 1954
(Public Law 779; 68 Stat. 1228 and
11244) (50 U.S.C. 404 and 405),
were transferred to the President by
Section l(a) of Reorganization Plan
No. 1of 1958, asamended (50U.S.C.
App. 2271 note), and they are hereby
delegated to the Director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency.
4-103.
(a) The functions
vested in the Federal Civil Defense
Administration or its Administrator
by the Federal Civil Defense Act of
1950, as amended (50 U.S.C. App.
225 1 et seq.), were transferred to the
President by Reorganization PlanNo.
1 of 1958, and they are hereby del-,egated to the Director of the Federal
Emergency Management Agency.
(,b)Excluded from the delegation in subsections (a) is the function

“GOTCHA”
TANGLED WEBS --- VOL. I

LOOSEN THE KNOTS AND TANGLES
TANGLED WEBS - - VOLUME IV

$lO.OO... By Hatonn

$lO.OO...By Hatonn

Hatonn reveals the tangled webs of deceit woven
throughout all religions. Topics include: The
Holy War - Origins of the Christian doctrine Desecration of Judaism - The role of British
Freemasonry - New Age Deception and what is
meant by the ONE WORLD CHURCH. Also
included are updates on current world events.
“GOTCHA” - - AGAIN
TANGLED WEBS - - VOL. II
$1 O.OO...By Hatonn
Hatonn presents the history and operations of the
CIA, also called the “Cult of Intelligence”, since
1952, as presented by two former insiders (IMA and
A) who remain anonymous for their protection.
Related Topics: Oliver Stone and JFK - Psychological warf&re- Espionage and Counterespionage Bush and CIA connection - National Security Act.
‘THE MOTHER OF ALL WEBS,
TANGLED WEBS - - VOL. III
$lO.OO...By Hatonn
Hatonn outlines the history of worldwide CIA
operations, including the “ideals” adopted and enforced by CIA leaders and operatives, their methods
of influence in world affairs and how they escape
scrutiny by the American people. Some Topics:
CIA operatives McCone, McNamara, Helms and
Dulles - The Eaton Study - Successes and Failures
of CIA operations - Presidential interest in CIA Henry Kissinger - George Bush, Zapata Offshore
Oil Company and the CIA - Tavistock Institute.

Hatonn

exposes the history of worldwide CIA

* covert operations, referred to as “Clandestine Ser-

vices”, beginning in the early 1950’s through the
1970’sas presented by two former insiders. Other
Topics: CIA involvement with Cuban exile groups
and Bay of Pigs veterans - Some of the CIA “Proprietary” Organizations and Corporations. Plus current events.
FORCES OF THE ENEMY WITHIN
ANGLED WEBS - - VOL. V

$lO.OO...ByHatonn/Aton
Hatonn unveils our enemies upon the planet. This
volume continues with the exposure of CIA evil
deeds and HOW the leaders of this elite organization have controlled and manipulated the internal
socioeconomic and political affairs of the U.S.A.
and many other countries. Plus Other Topics.
SILENT BLOOD SUCKERS OF THE
ANGLED WEBS - - VOL. VI

$10.00 By Hatonn/Aton
Hatonn winds up the exposure ofthe tangled webs
of evil power and deceit perpetrated by the CIA as
unfolded by two former “insiders”. Some Topics:
National Securitv Intelligence Directives INSCID)
codified in 1959 and s&e expanded - How CIA
hides budget from Congress-The 40 Committee’s
role in the CRAFT OF INTELLIGENCE - National Security Council head Henry Kissinger Presidential approval of CIA operations: NEVER
on paper.

5.

under Section 205(a) (4) of the Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as
amended (50 U.S.C. App. 2286(a)
(4)), relating to the establishment and
maintenance of personnel standards .
on the merit basis that was delegated
to the Director of the Office of Personnel Management by Section l(b) of
Executive Order No. 11589, as
amended (Section 2--101(b) of Executive Order No. 12107).
4-104. The Director of the
Federal Emergency Management
Agency is authorized ‘toredelegate in
accord with the provisions of Section
l(b) of Reorganization Plan No. 1 of
1958 (U.S.C. App. 2271 note), any of
the functions delegated by Sections
4-101, 4-102, and 4-103 of this
Order.
4-105. The functions vested
in the Administrator of the Federal
Civil Defense Administration by settion 43 of the Act of August lo,1956
(70A Stat. 636) were transferred to the
President by Reorganization Plan No.
1 of 1958, as amended (50 U.S.C.
App. 2271 note), were subsequently
revested in the Director of the Office
of Civil and Defense Mobilization by
Section 5 12 of Public Law 86-500 (50
U.S.C. App. 2285) [the office was
changed to Office of Emergency Planning by Public Law 87-296 (75 Stat.
630) and then to the Office of Emergency Preparedness by section 402 of
Public Law 90-608 (82 Stat. 1194)],
were again transferred to the President
by Section 1 of Reorganization Plan
No. 1 of 1973 (50 U.S.C. App. 2271
note), and they are hereby delegated to
the Director of the Federal*Emergency Management Agency.
4-106. The functions vested
in the Director of the Office of Emergency preparedness by Section 16of
the Act of September 23, 1950, as
amended (20 U.S.C. 646), and by
Section 7 of the Act of September 30,
1950, as amended (20 U.S.C. 2411), were transferred to the President
by Section 1 of Reorganization Plan
NO. 1 of 1973 (50 U.S.C. App. 2271
note), and they are hereby delegated to
the Director of the Federal Management Agency.
4-107. That function vested
in the director of the Office of Emergency Preparedness by Section 762(a)
of the Higher Education Act of 1965,
as added by Section 161(a) of the
Pleasesee ENSLA CEMENT, n@age
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Education Ainendments of 1972, and
arJurtheramencled(2OU.S.C. 1132dl(a), to the extent transferred to the
President by reorganization Plan No.
1 of 1973 (50 U.S.C. App. 2271
note), is hereby delegated to the Director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency.

Service Functions” are revoked.
5- 103. Executive Order No.
10494, as amended, relating to the
disposition of remaining functions is
revoked.
5- 104. Executive Order NO.
10529, asamended, relating to federal
employee participation in State and
local civil defense programs, is re-

4-2. Delegation of Functions vokd.
Vested in the President.
5-105.

Section 3 of Execu4-201. The functions vested tive Order No. 10601, as amended,
in the President by the Disaster Relief which concerns the Commodity Set
Act of 1970, as amended (42 U.S.C. Aside, is revoked.
Chapter 58 note), are hereby del5- 106. Executive Order NO.
egated to the Director of the Federal 10634, as amended, relating to loans
Emergency Management Agency.
for facilities destroyed or damaged by
4-202. The functions (related a major disaster, is revoked.
to grants for damages resulting from
Section 4(d)(2) of
5-107.
hurricane and tropical storm Agnes) Executive Order No. 10900, as
vested in the President by Section 4 of amended, which concerns the CornPublic Law 92-385 (86 Stat. 556) are modity Set Aside, is revoked.
hereby delegated to the Director of the
5-108. Executive Order No.
Federal Emergency Management 10952, as amended, entitled “AssignAgency.
ing Civil Defense Responsibilities to
4-203. The functions vested the Secretary of Defense and Others”
in the President by the Disaster Relief is revoked.
Act of 1974 (88 Stat. 143; 42
5- 109. Executive Order No,
U.S.C.5121etseq.)exceptthosefunc11051, as amended, relating to retions vested in the President by Set- sponsibilities of the Office of Emertions 301 (relating to the declaration gency Preparedness, is revoked.
of emergencies and major disasters),
5-l 10. Executive Order No.
401 (relating to the repair, re- 11415, as amended, relating to the
construction, restoration, or replace- Health Resources Advisory Commitment of Federal facilities), and 409 tee, is revoked.
(relating to food coupons and surplus
5-l 11. Executive Order No.
commodities), are hereby delegated to 11795, as amended, entitled “Delthe Director of the Federal Emer- egating Disaster Relief Functions Purgency Management Agency.
want to the Disaster Relief Act of
4-204. The functions vested 1974”, is revoked, except for Section
in the President by the Earthquake 3 thereof.
Hazards Reduction Act of 1977 (91
5-l 12. Executive Order No.
Stat. 1098; 42 U.S.C. 7701 et seq.) 11725, as amended, entitled “Transare hereby delegated to the Director of fer of Certain Functions of the Office
the Federal Emergency Management of Emergency Preparedness”, is reAgency.
voked.
SECTION 5. OTHER EXECU5- 113. Executive Order No.
TIVE ORDERS
11749, as amended, entitled “Con5- 1. Revocations
solidating Disaster Relief functions
5- 10 1. Executive Order No. assigned to the Secretary of Housing
10242, as amended, entitled “Pre- and urban Development” is revokd .
scribing Regulations Governing the
5-2. Amendmentk
Exercise by the Federal Civil Defense
5-201. Executive Order No.
Administrator of Certain Administra- 10421, as amended, relating to physitive Authority Granted by the Federal cal security of defense facilities, is
Civil Defense Act of 1950”, is re- further amended by (a) substituting
voked.
the “Director of the Federal Emer5-102. Sections 1 and 2 of gency Management Agency n for uDiExecutive Order No. 10296, as rector of the Office of Emergency
amended, entitled “Providing for the Planning” in Sections l(a), l(c), and
Performance of Certain Defense Hous- 6(b); and (b) substituting “Federal
ing and Community Facilities and Emergency Management Agency” for

“Office of Emergency Planning” in
Sections 6(b) and 7(b).
5-202. Executive Order No.
10480, asamended, isfurtheramended
by (a) substituting “Director of the
Office of Emergency Management
Agency” for “Director of the Office
of Emergency Management Agency
Planning” in Sections 101(a), 101(b),
201(a), 201(b), 301, 304, 307, 308,
310(b), 311(b), 312, 3‘ 13, 401(b),
401(e), and 606; and, (b) substituting
“Director of the Federal Emergency
Management Agency” for “Administrator of General Services” in Section
610.
5-203. Section 3(d) of Executive Order No. 10582, asamended,
which relates to determinations under
the Buy American Act, is amended by
deleting “Director of the Office of
Emergency Planning” : and substituting therefor “Director of the Federal
Emergency Management Agency”.
5-204. Paragraph 21 of Executive Order No. 10789, as amended,
is further amended by’ adding “the
Federal Emergency Management
Agency” after “Government Printing
Office”.
5-205. ExecutiveOrder NO.
11179, as amended, concerning the
National Defense Executive Reserve,
is further amended by deleting “Director of the Office of Emergency
Planning” in Section 2 and substituting therefor “Director of the Federal
Emergency Management Agency”.
5-206. Section 7 of Executive Order NO. 11912, as amended,
concerning energy policy and conservation, is further amended by deleting
“Administrator of General Services”
and substituting therefor “Director of
the Federal Emergency Management
Agency”.
5-208. Section 5-3 of Executive Order No. 12046 of March
29, 1978, is amended by deleting
“GeneralServicesAhinistration”and

ministration” and by deleting “Director, Federal Preparedness Agency and
to the” from the parentheses after
“The Administrator of General Services”.
5-210.
Section l-102 of
Executive Order NO. 12075 of August 16, 1978, is amended by adding
in alphabetical order “(p) Federal
Emergency Management Agency”.
5-211.
Section l-102 of
Executive Order No. 12083 of September 27,1978 is amended by adding
in alphabetical order “(x) the Director
of the Federal Emergency Management Agency”.
5-212.
Section 9, 11(b) of
Civil Service Rule IX (5 CFR Part 9)
is amended by deleting “the Defense
Civil Preparedness Agency and”.
5-213. Section 3(2) of each
of the following described Executive
Orders is amended by adding “Federal Emergency Management Agency”
immediately after “Department of
Transportation”.
(a) Executive Order NO. 11331
establishing the Pacific Northwest
River Basins Commission.
(b) Executive Order No.
11345, as amended, establishing the
Great Lakes Basin Commission.
(c) Executive Order No.
1137 1, as amended, establishing the
New England River Basins Commission.
(e) Executive Order No.
11658, as amended, establishing the
Missouri River Basin Commission.
(f) Executive Order No. 11659,
as amended, establishing the Upper
Mississippi River Basin Commission.
5-214. Executive Order No
11490, asamended, is further amended
as follows:
(a) Delete the last sentence of
Section 102(a) and substitute therefor
the following: “The activities undertaken by thedepartmentsand agencies
pursuant to this Order, except as provided in Section 30003, shall be in
accordance with guidance provided
by, and subject to, evaluation by the
Director of the Federal Emergency
Management Agency. n
(b) Delete Section 103 entitled
“Presidential Assistance” and substitute the following new Section 103:
“Sec. IO3 General Coordination. The
Director of the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) shall

substituting therefore “Federal Emugency Management Agency” and by
deleting “Administrator of General
Services” and substituting therefor
“Director of the Federal Emergency
Management Agency”.
5-209.
Section l-201 of
Executive Order NO. 12065 is
amended by adding “The Director of
the Federal Emergency Management
Agency” after “The Administrator,
National Aeronautics and Space Ad- Pleasesee ENSLA VEMENT, nextpage
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determine national preparedness goals
and policies for the performance of
functions under this Order and coordinate the performance of such functions with the total national preparedness programs. n
(c) Delete the portion of the
first sentence of Section 401 prior to
the colon and insert the following:
“The Secretary of Defense shall perform the following emergency preparedness functions”.
(d) Delete “Director of the
Federal Preparedness Agency (GSA)”
or (ithe Federal Preparedness Agency
(GSA)” and substitute therefor “Director FEMA”, in Sections 401 (3),
401 (4), 401 (5), 401 (9), 401 (lo),
401 (14), 401 (15), 401 (16), 401
(19), 401 (21), 401 (22), 501(8), 601
(2),904 (2),1102 (2), 1204 (2), 1401

(a), 1701, 1702, 2003, 2004, 2801
(S),3001, 3002 (2),3004, 3005,
3006,3008,3010,and 3013.

(e) The number assigned to his
Order shall be substituted for o 1105 1
of September 26, 1962” in Section
3001, and for u 1105 1n in Sections
1802, 2002 (3), 3002 and 3008 (1).
(f) The number assigned to
this Order shall be substituted for
“10952” inSections 1103,1104,1205,
and 3002.
(g) Delete “Department of
Defense” in Sections 502, 601 (l),
804,905,1103,1104,1106(4),
1205,
2002 (8), the first sentence of Section
3002, and Sections 3008 ( 1) and 3010
and substitute therefor “Director of
the Federal Emergency Management
Agency”.
SECTION 6. This Order is effective July 15, 1979.

The President must have the
authority to issue directives to keep
control of the executive branch and
to provide detail to legislation.
Neither Congress nor the courts
have the right to prohibit the executive branch from adding or subtractingauthority fromone goverument agency to another, for example.
However, this presidential power
has been abused in the form of
executiveorders that impinge across
legislative concerns which are prop
erly the province of Congress.
The validity of executive orders
(EO’s) has been questioned many
times dating at least to the Civil
War. However, a ruling as to the
extent or limit to which they may be
used has never been determined by
the courts or by Congress.
The Fedeml Register contains
the text of EO’s issued by the pre-sidents. There is no congressional
authorization required, nor is there
any review by the judiciary.
All
EO’s are Qws” made by a single
man-the
President of the United
States.

Do any of you have the slightest
idea or vaguest notion as to WHO
heads this monster called FEMA?
No, I don’t mean the President. I
mean, who is director of FEMA?.
Ever heard of someonenamed Wallace
Stickney? I thought not! May God
bless you and keep you for your govemment certainly is NOT going to do
so.
With love and best wishes for a
future, I Am Hatonn, to clear.
I,

MEETING

MEDZTATZON
$124192 #l HATONN
Don’t be afraid
your life will end, be
apaid thatitwillnever
begin! And while ye
journey through the
experience take time
to love people for the
good YOU HAVE
DONE
UNTO
THEM-not for the
good they have done
unto YOU, for if you
love not everybody
then ye don’t really
love anybody. Also,
you must learn that
possessiveness and
“me-ness” always
ends by destroying
what it eflorts to protect. You must stand
“together “,yet not too
near together. For
the pillars of the
temple stand apart,
and the oak tree and
cypress grow not in
each others ’ shadow.
Look not to another to
see wha they support
or gamer lest ye miss
that which is YOURS
to treasure. So be it,
may wisdomwalkthis
passage with you.

A CALL TO SERVE: FOR ALL

\’

Taped meetings with Commander
Hatonn are now available. Due to the r
incredible amount of information,
Hatonn has requested that taped meetings/question and answer sessions be
offered to you. There is no longer
time for the information in meetings to
be repeated in the writings.
Because America “westisgetting busier
and busier, we would appreciate any
orders being directed to “THE
WORD”, P.O. Box6194, Tehachapi,
CA 93582, Tel. 805 822-4176.
Donations to cover the costs of the
tapeswillbe$4.OOforonetape, $6.00
for two tapes and an additional $2.50
per tape for three or more. (For
orders to Mexico or Canada add $.25
per tape and for any other foreign
country add $.50 per tape.) We are
not set up to take credit card orders,
please send a check or money order
donations to THE WORD,
If you desire tapes from every meeting, please send a $50.00 (or more)
donation from which tape donations
will be deducted. You will be notified
when your balance falls below $20.00.
The first dates of meeting tapes are:
2J22192 4 tapes, questions & Answer session, Hatonn
3J14192 4 tapes, By Hatonn
3/21/92 2 tapes, Hatonn questions
& answers from readers
3128/92 1 tape, Hatonn answers
questions
4J4J92 3 tapes, Hatonn answers
questions & current events
4/12/92 2 tapes, Hatonn talks at
local Community Church
4113J92 1 tape, Hatonn discusses,
“What is a Semite?”
4/17/92 1 tape, Hatonn discusses
the first Christians.
4/25/92 2 tapes Hatonn, “What is
coming SOON?” (About the
photon Belt), etc. (SAME AS
ARTICLE FIRST PAGE OF
TODAY’S LIBERATOR)
5/l/92 1 tape, L.A. riots/the
bigger

JIMMY CARTER
The White House
July 20, lm
**************a#*******

Plan

WHAT IS AN EO?
Under the Constitution,
the
President is vested with the executive power of the government (Article II,- Section 1, Clause l), the
power to “preserve, protect and
defend the Constitution” (Art. II,
Sect. 1 Clause 7), and the power to
see that the laws are faithfuIly executed (Art. II, Sect. 3). From these
powers is implied the authority to
issue “executive orders”.

TAPES

5/2/92
CALLED TO SERVE
By James “Bo” Gritz
$24.95...Book

In his book, Gritz lifts the veil of
National Security to reveal how
U. S. Forces have been usedas tools
by international elitists who are
guilty of drug trafficking, preventing American POWs from coming
home, and more.
To Order Call: America West

\

l-800-729-4131

COL. JAMES “BO” GRIT2
PALO ALTO, CA. 7/91
$20.00...2 Hour...Video Tape
Bo tells the story behind the CO-

3 tapes, current events and
quest’s & ans.
5/8/92 2 tapes, Hatonn on radio talk
show
5/9/92 2 tapes, Meeting and questions
& answers.

vert CIA operations ofViet Nam.
He names those key individuals
involved in the Golden Triangle
heroin trade. His is a message of
courage and he delivers a “final
call to serve“ to all who will
awaken to the evil behind the
“New World Order”.
-//

information*for those who have not
read the materials. 3 tapes $7.50
5J 16J92 Meeting and questions & answers.
5/23/92 Meeting and Q&A
5/28/92 3 tapes, The Divine Plan.
and Places In Between.

Silent WeaponsForQuiet Wars, c&al
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Todays Watch

Put Food Supplies In Reserve

S/24/92 #l HATONN

ROSS PEROT
I begin by saying that Ross Perot
must be doing a few things “right” for
he has the “Industrialists” who once
did business with him denying he has
any merit whatsoever. Also, there are
the paid few who speak out and refer
to him in his early business days as
being a uslave driver”.
Most of all, however, he is actually being denounced because he asked
to be relieved of Navy duty-not because of the work load and/or Naval
duties but rather that the MORAL
DECADENCEOFTHERULESAND
THE MEN WERE AGAINST ALL
GODLY ACCEPTANCE. Do you,
however, have the SAME man with
which to deal? Can he be worse?
Well, hisopponentsaregathermg votes
from the minorities on the one hand
and playing golf while “Rome bums”
on the other.

How many of you have at least a
year’s food supply for all members of
your family? I am continually asked
about this and “what is needed” and
other pertinent “how-to’s”.
I am
asking Dharma to reprint a page from
Countryside & Small Stock Journal,

Vol. 75 No. 5, Oct. 1991 by Daryl
Hughes, 11708 Flemish Mill Ct.,
Oakton VA 22124. I do, however,
urge you to simply consider this while
you are awaiting arrival (or reading)
of the JOURNAL, SURVIVAL IS
ONLY TEN FEET FROM HELL.
Quote:
A YEAR’S SUPPLY
OF BASIC FOOD
(Linen, crystal and silver are optional):

Anyone interested in keeping
a year’s supply of basics on hand can
easily do so following these guidelines. (Note: this diet is meant to
sustain life, not necessarily to provide
ATOMIC TESTING
gourmet meals.)
For each adult:
How many of you took note this
300 lbs. grain, stored in a cool,
past week that the Chinese test fired
dry place. This is often put aside
the largest underground nuclear dein the form of hard, red winter
vice they have ever tested to date?
wheat, but you can also store oat
NOW WHY WOULD THEY DO
groats,
rolled oats, rye, corn, barSUCH A THING NOW THAT THIS
ley, white rice, etc. (Note: Brown
HORRID COLD-WAR IS OVER?
Better wake up, little siblings.

ENVIRONMENT
Did you also note that the European Environmental Congress adJoumed having accomplished nothing
and most representatives not planning
to attend the Rio World Congress? No
funding and no binding regulations
were laid forth to actually DO anything in Europe and nothing positive is
EVEN ON THE AGENDA IN RIO!
The regulations are oing to be abandoned tn the name of help for “industry” in order to allow the Elite to
continue to shift production into those
unregulated countries. Oh, the World
Rankand International Monetary Fund
will blather and regulate but that is to
insure the ability to cut loans and life
support systems to the people under
the guise of punishment for breaking
regulations-however, it will only be
‘show” while the population is devastated--“watch my lips”!

rice is richer in dietaryfiber, minerals and vitamins-particularly
the B vitamins-than white rice,
because the bran, or outer brown
layer, is not milled away. But the
bran oil is easily degraded by
lipase enzymes into free fatty acids, leading to ofl-odors and offlavors. Brown rice usually turns
rancid a$er being stored about six
months. An ethanol treatment to
&activate lipase enzymes in the
bran has been developed in the
lab, but is not yet commercially
available.)

Wheat and barley can be
stored for decades if put away
properly. Oats and corn should
be rotated through in 3-4 years.
(I have been told thatpopcorn
will grind up into a nice flour
and it will store inde@aitely.
Note: kt least one company-

Mallard Pond Farms of Boulder, 010. -sells pre-packaged
mixes of wages, pancakes and
brownies, all made withpopcornflour. They toutthe health
benefits of the gluten-free
flour.)

I have of&n ordered large
amounts of wheat, etc., for
people to store and we get it
delivered to us in heavy-duty
!I-gallon buckets.
I rotate
through mine as I bake breads
regularly.
Salt: Store 5 lbs. per person fg a year’s supply. I
keep $@%nore on hand,
figuring it would make a
good trade item if money
lost value.
Sugar or honey: 60 lbs.
per person for a one year
supply *
Oils or iks: 2 lbs. per
person for a year. (One
gallon oil = 7 pounds.)
Choose from oils, shortening , mayo, salad dressing,
and peanut butter. The
only strict tvle on oils and
fats is that you must pick
ones you’ll use and rotate
through or they’ll go bad.
Milk powder (or a high
quality protein such as
poultry, beef, fish, etc.
These can be cured, dehydrated or freeze-dried).
Milk powder is difficult
for most people to store because, generally speaking, they
hate the taste of it. So they
don’t use it, and it goes rancid,
and then it’s really bad!
Unless y& are willing to
use this product in your daily
baking, or cut your fresh milk
in half with it, I wouldn’t recommend that you lean too
heavily on the milk powder.
The required amount is 75
lbs. per year. The absolutely
best brand I’ve found is Maple
Island.
Plan to store half as much
meat, poultry or fish as milk
powder, and if you leave out

the milk powder be sure to find
another source of calcium.
Legumes: 60 lbs. per person for a
year. This includes any variety of
beans (red, black, white, soy, etc.),
peas and lentils.
Water: Always keep a supply of
potable water on hand-at least
14 gallons per person for a
minimum two weeks drinking
supply in the event of an emergency.
For those of us who have
not yet reached the point of
total food self sufficiency, there
are severalplaces to order bulk
deliveries from. The one I
have the most experience with
is Walton Feed Inc., 135 North
10th St., Montpelier ID 83264
(contact Steve). Call l-800847-0465 for a current price
list. ill: Please note that
these are not my personal
recommendations
and the
numbers may be invalid. I
am simply repeating the information. Since I honor the
author for doing the offering
I certainly do not take excep
tion to resources. At some
point in the near future there
will be facilities here which
will be offering “survival”
and “storage” supplies-at
present, I have no better resource for your use.]
Be advised that Walton Feed
waits until they have a truckload full

to send to your area, so delivery might
require waiting several months. On
the positive side, everything I’ve ordered from them has been very good,
packed in nice buckets and bug-free.
They will also nitrogen pack your
grains in mylar bags in the buckets, for
an extracharge, if you want long-term
storage and don’t intend to rotate.
An interesting note: FEMA
(Federal Emergency Management
Agency) reportedly visited Walton
recently and wanted to see the entire
operation. They were most interested in assessing the inventory.
Executive Order #10988, signed by
Please see FOOD, next page
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the President, provides for Federal
takeover of ALL food resources in
the event an “emergency” is declared.
According to newspaper
reports, President Bush was prepared to invoke this Executive Order during Oneration Desert Storm.
You can read it (the order defined)
for yourself in the Fedeml Register,
July 24,1979. (Check your library).

Page 9.
stocking for all parties who might be
working as a unit in group storage,
etc. GOD IS NOT GOING TO DO
IT FOR YOU-GOD
PROVIDES
INPUT AND EXPECTS YOU TO
DO THAT WHICH IS PHYSICAL
IF YOU WANT TO SAVE THINE
OWN NECK AND ASSETS. If you
sincerely petition God and then DO
5125192 #l HATOON
YOUR PART, you shall know HOW
to provide. IF YOU WAIT FOR
GOD TO DO IT-YOU SHALL BE
As we sit to write this day I am
QUITEHUNGRY ATTHEHANDS
going to turn our attention to another

The Divine Plan
And Places In Between

Anyone with questions regard- OF IHE GOVERNMENT .
ing food storage or wanting more help
can feel free to write to me.
END QUOTING
Readers, please be aware that I get
pounds of letters asking what to do if
S/25/92 #I HATONN
you can’t store all the above or can’t
Will you begin to center
afford to do so. I can’t help you more
yourselfthis day? As you do so
than I have done on numerous occayou will discover something
sions when we have written about this
worthwhile extending toward
and more information can be gotten
the periphery of the circle.
You willfind again some of the
from America West as to resources,
joy in the “now”, some of the
etc. .((805) 822-9655 or FAX: (805)
peace in the ‘here “, some of
822-9658). To simply order the book
the love in me and in selfwhich
mentioned and receive a catalog call
go to make up the kingdom of
heaven as can be perceived
toll free: (800) 729-4 131.

MEDZTATZON

If you absolutely have no way to
store adequate supplies for longterm-at
least store enough for a
couple of weeks for emergencies.
An alternative, although not too
palatable to think about is to store a
large quantity of Chlorella algae,
Spirulina algae and a supply of
supplements in the form of fullspectrum vitamins and minerals.
With water, you CAN live indefinitely on this supplementation. Man,
however, is not geared in this day to
be able to enjoy such lack of emphasis on his eating structure so you
must be your own guide.
I can
PROMISE YOU THAT NO-BODY
IS GOING TO DO IT FOR YOU!
The government is trying to make
sure you DO NOT get the supplies so
you had best work carefully from
that aspect of the facts of it. Reread
what was written about “FEMA”
regulations.
The Executive Order
in point is already in working presence so food acquisition will fall into
immediate regulation with any kind
of emergency. We have no wish to
have commercial operations of large
size for it is obvious that businesswise after regulations take place,
the government will simply seize the
corporation and take the supplies
and inventory.
It is good to have
such an operation only AFTER

even upon your Earth. My
lifetime hstens to yours, oh
brethren, and I have come to
share today with you.
Myowngrowth is enhanced
every time I, Hatonn, give my
attentionfully to another being-and thisprocess is multiplied over and over and over
again. This can only be Truth
for your own journey, precious ones, for I am but YOU
grown in wisdom and presence. Will you be there for
someone today? Always God
sends his hosts and messengers
to be with YOU-will YOU
return in like manner? It is
your ticket home!
And can ye share? Can
you REALLY listen to another
and allowhis relatingan important event that has happened to
him ?-without trying to “?op”
him with a story of your own?
Can you not allow another “‘to .
have the sta e “?
And whife you ponder riorities and what shall ye ap
o in
order of importance TODAYdoes God and thine own spiritual journey and family go
begging? Brothers, get your
priorities strai htfor no one is
ever known to 8 ave said on his
death bed, “Gee, i I’d only
spent more time at td e ofice or
at the bar gathering relationships! ”
Ye shall have arrived in the
human format when you live
your life as an exclamation,
not an explanation.

portal-as I so often do. I always must
apologize for the interruptions in
thought flow but, oh my children,
there is so much more that is worthy of
thine goals and directions and understanding-than can be held in the evil
practices upon your beings. You
cannot turn unto these things, however, until you understand that which
has pulled you down and is in the
process of destroying your very freedom-but there is more to your past
than the last 2000 centuries of downfall into the ashes. There is the
wondrous rising of the Phoenix and its
return to be reveled within in power
and glory. To the Native Aboriginal
Humans (People) of the Tribes of the
Flight People, it is a time of rejoicing
for the oral tradition promises that this
is the time of the return of that Pale
Prophet, that wondrous teacher, the
White Buffalo Cow Woman-or that
Lost White Brother. In every language the story is pouring forth if the
resource be in truth and recognition of
the relationships with the “Bird Tribes”
is understood. Can we pull away from
the tirade against you briefly and share
some of the unfolding of the REALLY
great mysteries?
ATLANTIS: WHAT AND WHY
To understand why Earth is in its
present turmoil, you must look back in
time and remember the great civilization of Atlantis and that of Lemuria. I
need not go further back at this time
for these remnants hold enough to give
verification
of your “present”.
Atlantis, for instance, is not a figment
of science fiction, but was a tangible
civilization in Earth’s past history. It,
however, only represents the more
recent experience, the uplifting of
civilization and then, again, the downfall-beyond the continents and civilizations upon which it was built.
Because it plays such a linking

portion of your historical travels as
human man upon planet Earth I shall
briefly focus upon it for a minute
before moving on to the portions and
locations which have more in-depth
and pointed information intended for
one or two to receive in the silence
within.
MASTER THIS
THIRD DIMENSION
How can you master the third
.dimensional environment of Earth?
Firstly, by getting to truly “know
yourselves”-who you ARE, what you
ARE, why you ARE here. Next, by
learning to control all aspects of this
wondrous environment of learningin a positive manner bringing you
back within God’s intended path and
into balance and harmony-not chaos.
Thirdly, you must come into understanding this “Earth” Shan and its
relationship to what lies beyond the
third dimensional environment.
In Atlantis, man had advanced to
a remarkable degree of control and
understanding of the third dimensional
environment, and was at a point where
he could have led Earth Shan and its
inhabitants into the fourth dimensional
experience of physical-spiritual
growth. Instead, some who possessed
advanced knowledge began to abuse
and pervert this knowledge by enslaving other men, and by misusing their
spiritual POWERS in various other
ways. When this abuse of spiritual
power became too widespread, it set
into motion certain forces which resulted in the eventual disintegration
and destruction of the civilization.
This destruction did not occur in one
giant cataclysm, as may be commonly
supposed. Rather, it occurred as a
process of decline that lasted over
thousands of years. During this period of degeneration, the continent
gradually broke apart and yeilded its
majority portions to the ocean. Gradually, the inhabitants of this once great
civilization migrated to various parts
Please see DIVINE, next page
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of Earth, taking with them the remembered skills and technologies that resulted in the archaeological wonders
that fascinate you today. Modern
archeology is for the most partat a loss
io explain such evidences as still exist
in Central and South America, in
England and Egypt and elsewhere
around Earth. There is most certainly
a total lack of any kind of understanding of the “beings” who dwell on two
planets (two dimensions) as are found
in places about the globe. But always
there would be forms sent forth in
guardian capacity in both the underground facilities and within the etheric
realms to attend the sacred history and
treasures of each segment of unfoldment. You must realize that the
“creation” is as old as “Creator”therefore ye cannot be in the dating or
timing of existence-on your place or
anywhere else within the whole of
Universe. This is why I can only
speak of “historical” remembering as
handed down and as overseen by we
who have already passed that way and
already “remember”.
PHILIPPINES
SPOTLIGHTED
How many of you would believe
that the Philippines, as currently located, hold the keys of transition and
reformation as well as rebuilding of
the remnant upon the beautiful Creation Shan? There are other portions
in other places but central to the reclamation of this cycle of life-stream of
you as a civilization and experience of
God self upon that land-mass manifest-shall come to balance and focus
within the wondrous places rising in
the Sea of Peace, called Philippines.
Ah yes, ye can take the ministers
and touters, missionaries and gurus
into the places of the Lions-BUT
YOU CANNOT
TAKE THE
PLACESOFTHELIONSANDBIRD

Write or call for our free
catalog of
book and tapes
America West
I? 0. Box 2208
Carson City, NV 89702

TRIBES FROM THE HEARTS OF
THE PEOPLE!
As with all tarnished writings and
histories under tampering, eventually
the memory of the glorious civilization that once existed, faded entirely
except in the awareness of the adepts
who possessed the arcanum, and in the
subconscious
minds of former
Atlanteans to be remembered through
the ORAL traditions and legends of
the passage of great sequences and
cycles. The stories bore meaning even
if the subject as present was seemingly
pagan and ritualistic in behaviornay, nay, the Truth would always be
present for the ones come forth in the
remembering in the time of service
unto Creation/Creator.
UNFOLDING DIVINE PLAN
So, you would ask, what has this
to do with the unfoldment of the
Divine Plan? Just this-Atlantis was
not the only great civilization that has
evolved upon Earth. There have been
many others lost to antiquity such as
Lemuria. But you are so attached to
some ones such as Lemuria that the
memory cannot be erased for you who
experienced therein are destined to
serve again NOW. Each time that
mankind has advanced to the level of
a Lemuria or an Atlantis, it has had
within its reach the opportunity to
raise Earth’s level of consciousness to
fourth dimensional awareness and it
has failed. Each failure was due to the
misuse of spiritual powers which allowed total takeover by evil intent
locked within the “physical” expression, in turn entrapping the soul and
delaying its passage into glorious radiance.
In the past, this could be condoned
because there was still yet another
chance. Now, however, you have
reached a point in Earth’s history and
in galactic evolution where the transition into fourth dimensional consciousness must be made so that you can
perceive the dimensional expression
of understanding and KNOWING the
principles of LIFE-STREAM experience.
Let me explain a bit more clearly.
The Divine Plan is based upon the
Will of God (Spirit, Universal Mind,
or whatever name you might choose to
call the indefinable Infinite Intelligence) . Divine Mind always proceeds

in an orderly, evolutionary pattern
predicated upon Its principles of Universal Law. Wherever this Divine
Plan affects man, he is always made
aware so that he will have the opportunity to cooperate and grow upward
in this evolutionary spiral.
Man is now being made aware,
through many means, such as this very
discourse, of certain galactic facts of
universal, immortal life. As you
know, your solar system is a part of
the Milky Way galaxy as you have
identified it. Your solar system revolves around the Milky Way in an
orbit that takes some 206 million years
as you would calculate in your numbers. We can refer to this revolution
of your solar system around the galaxy
as the Great Cycle Orbit. Your solar
system (our solar system-for you are
a segment within the solar system
(actually) of Pleiades with our Central
Sun), was created some time in your
type of counting at least 4-l/2 billion
years ago. This rough estimate will
serve us well enough for our purposes
herein. I am not going to teach you
“truth in astronomy” nor “astrological divining”. This corresponds to 22
Great Cycle Orbits of your solar systern around the Greatest Central Sun,
not to be confused with the Central
Sun, Alcione, of Pleiades. You see
and must understand that the Divine
Plan as regards YOU is not finishedonly progressing into other expression
of the continuing “play” in action.
In the Will of Divine Mind, as
communicated to the Spiritual Echelon of our solar system, this cornpletes the time cycle in which our
entire solar system is to remain in its
present state of evolution. As the age
of understanding and higher knowing
moves into a new frequency vibration
where no expression below the fourth
dimension will long continue to exist,
comes the need to reconstruct and
have guidance into this higher state of
experience. Man has a basic set of
“phases” in experience as a whole,
and the “whole” concept will be mov:
ing into that which is higher in experience, while some fragments will
continue in ignorance within an experience of limitations and bondage and
others will experiencein the total void
of Lightlessness-and others who serve
as simple “lesson creations” will be
removed and cease to experience.
Man began to experience life in

your system centuries in the millions
past, at the beginning of the present
Greatest Cycle Orbit. The Divine
Plan is for all human life within your
solar system to achieve at least the
awareness of cosmic consciousness by
the end of this orbit which is reaching
its conclusion now with the time of
Kali (Chaos). This means that man of
Earth must immediately becomeaware
of what cosmic consciousness is and
take the necessary steps to raise his
individual level of consciousness to
that state of knowing awareness. Failure to do so will result in self destruction! Man of Earth, in your present
state, simply cannot tolerate the new
incoming change in physical frequenties even if he could survive thephysical bombardment thrust against him
by the evil intent and projection of
man.
Within this Great Cycle Orbit,
there have been a number of lesser
cycles. When the Atlantean civilization failed to reach itsdevelopment
potential, this left only the so-called
-26,000 year “minor” cycle of the
zodiac (as you call it) to complete the
Plan. As this present age draws to a
close, this cycle, concurrently with
the Great Cycle Orbit, comes to an
ending.
Right now, planet Earth is the only
planet in your solar system where man
has not yet reached the cosmic level of
awareness. This level of consciousness must now be rapidly attained in
order to fulfill the Divine Plan and
insure your continuity of passage as a
species of this civilization.
OTHER PLANETS
OF OUR SUN
Because you cannot find life on
other planets in your solar system does
not mean there were no life-forms
prior to now, now or will be in the
future perception. YOU are too limited in your understanding of factual
progression to begin to understand the
evolution of life-forms. YOU are
stuck with the limitations of your
UNREALITY for you must rely solely
upon your five physical senses, and
upon the findings of conventional Earth
science, to tell you whether or not
intelligent human life might exist on
other planets of even your own solar
system. Worse yet, you rely on
Please see DIVINE, next page
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ANOTHER’S perception and speculation and pronouncement regarding
“other places out there”.
At the close of every civilization
as you now face-through man’s progression along the binding physical
plane while denying the spiritual aspects of divinity and infinite journey
there is wondrous contact and interrelations formed and experienced between Cosmic intelligence.
When Atlantis was at its height,
there was open communication between Earth and the other planets of
your system. After the fall, however,
this open communication was removed
for you no longer had desire for “balance” and had sank into the mire of
total humanistic experience. Now
that man of Earth has again evolved to
a point where he can make the transition into higher consciousness, communication and contacts with extraterrestrial beings has again increased and
will become most %ommon”. This
being the “Greatest” Cycle, there will
be present many changes undreamt of
except through the minds of the ones
sent forth to enlighten you of the truth
of it.
Indeed, there is a Divine Plan. Do
not believe for one moment that the
ONLY plan afoot is the Plan 2000 of
the Evil segment of Elite Human Puppet Masters. The Plan involves many,
many beings, human and otherwise,
from within and without the Earth’s
planetary structure. It will behoove
all men to open their minds and their
hearts to at least consider these
possibilities. It will be far better to
cooperate and work with .the Divine
Plan and to reap the Divine Love,
Light, Life, Peace, Truth and Joy that
it offers, than to oppose it and reap
eons of misery and regre+v The
“coming back” is indeed a long, hard
journey.
WHO WILL HEAR
You ones of Truth will find it very
difficult, especially as you witness the
Truth unfolding in your very presence, to believe that anyone hearing
what I have just told you could ignore
it or cast it aside without further
investigation. It would seem to take
an extremely prejudiced and unthinking mind to simply disregard this
information but there ARE those minds
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abounding upon your physical placement.
There are many, however, wise
and beautiful souls upon your Earth
Shan. When they are made aware of
an intelligent Divine Plan which offers tangible and visible proof beyond
the limited teachings of “religions”
(which actually build to a point of total
entrapment and then fizzle into agonizing deceit) they will awaken and be
made aware of an intelligent Divine
Plan. They will want more and more
to participate in bringing the Plan into
fruition. The most difficult obstacle
for most of them is to scale those
orthodox walls of entrapment. The
second most difficult obstacle will be
to rise above the self-imposed limitation of relying only upon the five
physical senses. You all, readers
herein, have that very bondage nagging at your very senses constantly.
We will continue to allow insight
into the Divine Plan unfolding-but it
must be in proper sequence and it must
flow unto the “leaders” who come
forth again as representatives of the
higher Commands and “Sky People”.
Will ALL come “home”? No, for the
play is not finished-when the play is
finished ALL will come again, in
Truth, unto and within the ONE.
UNLEARNING. THE FALSE
Before the ufewn can come into
the knowing (remembering) of purpose and journey, there must be a
period of reminding, recognition of
status and unlearning false precepts.
God never leaves his fledglings flapping mindlessly for very long. As
with all great cycle changes, preparations are laid forth for tangible use
during your time of change that the
changes brought forth can build a
bridge into infinite MIND in a dimensional manner appropriate to the experience. Great treasures of wisdom and
wealth are placed for use and guarded
by the “guardians” sent (and remaining in higher states of presentation)
until such time as an unveiling of
purpose can be recognized, proven
and integrated within.
Each time that man’s evolution
upon Earth has reached a point where
he could advance to a much higher
level, this “treasure”, if you will, has
been brought forth and made available
to a worthy custodian to use for the

benefit of all mankind-simply, quietly and in logical, reasonable manner
to draw no attention from the masses
or adversary. This has not taken place
since the fall of Atlantis, yea, these
26,000 years ago. Since that time the
very !terns in point have been placed in
the appropriate locations for use against
the day of final and incredible change
and transition. Until the proper ones
are in place and into enough understanding to move “with purpose” and
“under direction” of highest intent,
nothing shall be presented for corruption at man’s hands. Always will
come the accompanying opening-up
of opportunity at Earth level of experience to continue to %over” carefully the building and needs of the
remnant in security.
In recent history, there have been
numerous individuals who have sought
unsuccessfully to uncover this vast
wealth as you might guess. There
have been the deceivers and this is
WHY the adversary clings to and
bombards the workers of Lighted
Cause-to get on the “inside” and
garner wealth without honor in Truth
or production.
However, this is so well guarded
that accidental discovery IS IMPOSSIIXI3 The reason for this is obvious. Were this “wealth” and “knowledge” to fall into the wrong hands it
could literally destroy the whole of
mankind-and in addition, at least
destroy the Divine Plan in interruption
and flow. Contacts would be made in
“strange” ways into the hearts and
minds of “guardians” and participants
and what would be needed would be
presented in most logical manner of
presentation. All of these things are
yet to be unfolded unto you. You who
are coming into recognition of purpose will KNOW when it is time to
KNOW. Until such timing is proper,
ye will continue to do thine works as
guided in integration with us of the
Hosts‘sent forth for the sorting, testing
and ultimate instructions, guidance
and actual building of that which is
necessary. Many fail the testing and
sorting-MANY!
In-fact, until this
day-almost ALL. Aren’t we lucky
that I can say “ahnost” and not ALL?
Before this vast abundance can be
presented for use, much must be taught
and directed so that no errors in placement are allowed. Hearts and directions change when wealth is presented

into any equation-&
be for God’s
evolvement-not for the “hell of it”
for “man’s further foolishness”. So
be it.
S/27/92 #2

HATONN

(Continuation of Monday writing
on The Divine Plan and Places in
Between:)

THE INFINITE
It is the INFINITE of this journey
which is sought c2d achieved regardless of direction “thought” has laid
forth. All is but cycles ending in the
infinity of the whole-circle of infinity, if ye will. The journey will spiral.
always until such time as thought
projection takes you into the sequence
of events which allows for learning
and passage-each experience and
portion adding to the whole until the
circle becomes ONE.
Let us look briefly at the symbolic
circle which can well indicate an “ending” or a “beginning” of THE circle
of experience an3 expression manifest
in the life-stream of the fragment in’
expression-projected
outward and
returning honed and learned in Knowing, unto ONENESS once aga&-a
sequence-not a “time”; a segmentnot a “space”. In this wondrous
connection of the circle to itself, one
can perceive, perhaps, a destiny in
which the world is “gone”. As you
come into the oneness with creator
into this voidance of time and spaceall will be at peace and rest without
perception of impact upon the blessed
wholeness of “being”. Even the music is gone but there need be no
perception of such for that which
replaces the senses of music is that
which BECOMES the musicand needs
no “hearing”. There is only infinite
Reality symbolized by the circle of
endless time.
This is what teachers have called
Tao, Nirvana, whatever the term according to communication of intent
and definition. The illusion of the
world and the illusion of the Self in the
world both come to an end. Only
infinite Reality remains. This integration represents “conquest” of the world
and its illusion. When the world is
conquered, it fades away. Only Truth
remains, Truth nameless, formless,
Please see DIVINE, next page
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limitless, Truth to be discovered only
by inward -experience and dwelling
with the Oneness within and the Knowing of the mystery of that which before
had only been “symbols”. May the
Truth rest gently upon your being that
you might find your way more clearly.
KNOWLEDGE

all nations congregated thp,re to enjoy Serapeum, housed 42,800 rolls
preunparalleled opportunities for mental served in fireproof containers shaped
self-improvement and perhaps this is somewhat like buckets with tightly
when massive mental disinformation fitted lids.
The various private collections
really got a strong hold on civilization. Poets, historians, philosophers, brought the total number of priceless
and dramatists assembled in the city of literary treasures in Alexandria to a
the Ptolemies largely to consult the figure exceeding one million docuvast libraries which had been accumu- rnents. This was a mighty feat in
lated by the Pharaohs of this illustri- accomplishment even if not pure in
ous line. I would note herein that the intent or content.
It is difficult to compare this anonly Pharaoh of the time period who
was worthy of any note at all was one cient collection with any modern licalled Akhnaton. Therefore, if the brary. Many institutions of the present
libraries were allowed and filled with day contain a larger number of books,
“great” wisdom-it undoubtedly was as for example even before the age of
the “wisdom” chosen by the ruler in the electronic brains, or “brainless”
power at the time and by simply machinery, in the late 193b’s the kit“deductive reasoning”- it was not of ish Museum had over seventy-five
miles of bookshelves. This did NOT
God in intent.
Knowledge, like a magnet, draws include the “new” thrust in writing of
more knowledge to itself, even if it be the British/Zionist Khazarian Plan of
erroneous input, and by the second World Conquest in other than subtle
century before the so-called Christian form. The REAL blueprints were
Era the city of Alexandria had become kept in even more hidden places.
The Alexandrian collection was
a veritable metropolis of books. “Its
libraries are referred to in ancient made up entirely of hand-written
documents “as theglory of the world- _ works, for the most part unique copies
the axis of the intellectual universe. n of the greatest antiquity, each of which
The misinformation in the prior today would be worth a king’s ran“words” is enough to make you “barf” som-but not for the proper reason of
truth in content-simply value of anif you have a weak stomach.
In addition to numerous private tiquity. How interesting that one
libraries collected by specialists in could not purchase an Alexanchian
various departments of learning, and collection at any price today. Again,
the secret collections written in the not because of its quality of knowlDESTRUCTION OF
hieratic glyphs of the priests, there edge implied-but because of its anALEXANDRIAN LIBRARY
were two immense public collections. tiquity-which instructions were deThe largest of these was the structive then and haveonly been built
Since I have now spoken of Alex- Brucheum which formed a branch of upon since the writings.
andria, let us consider what happened the national Museum of Antiquities; it
as historically expressed.
ACTUALLY THREE
contained some, 490,000 papyri, velDISASTERS
It is generally acknowledged that lums, tablets, and inscriptions, magthe ancient Egyptians possessed an nificently arranged in the niches and
extraordinary knowledge of the arts wings of a great rotunda-like gallery.
How did the Alexandria Library
and sciences. Their earliest Pharaohs Do you see how much more vastly actually fall into destruction? Well, it
were patrons of learning in all its disinformation can flow this day? probably differs a bit from what you
branches. Their priests and philoso- Anyone with a personal computer can perceive and have been told. It was
phers were noted among the most flush through wasteatincredible speeds NOT deliberately burned as is asscholarly of men. I did not say and completely bury the mind of Man sumed. Actually Caesar didn’t give a
“knowledgeable”, I said “scholarly”! in total garbage or, worse, deceive hang about the library. In the first
The architectureof the Egyptians awed Man into believing he must have inter- century B.C., Cleopatra contested with
the world for centuries, and their preters and go-betweens, authorities her brother for the throne of Egypt.
wisdom in chemistry, anatomy, medi- other than self and “saviors” to take Caesar ordered the burning of the fleet
tine, and astronomy was noless amaz- his burden and “save even his soul”. in the harbor of Alexandria. A strong
ing. How could it be? Even to limited
The second and smaller public wind rose, the fire reached the docks
perception one must realize that some- collection, devoted almost exclusively and spread. Before the conflagration
thing came prior to this “wisdom” of to obscure forms of knowledge and could be checked it had destroyed the
earth scholars.
therefore probably of greater practical Brucheum and the greater part of the
Under the dynasty of the Ptolemies, value, was contained in the temple of city.
thecity of Alexandriabecameamecca
Serapis, the patron deity of the
When Cleopatra entered Alexanfor so-called scholars. The studious of -Ptolemies. This building, called the
Please. see DIVINE, next page

and recognition of Aton and feeble
beginnings at recognition of Truth.
Constantly comes the testing of readiness of species and civilizations in the
density of placement in the cause of
learning. Always it has been the thrust
of the Elite would-be-gods to destroy
and change Truth to deceive and maintain power. Why think ye that places
such as the great libraries such as that
of the Alexandrian .Library were destroyed ? But were the writings in
Truth or simply a place of “scholars”
in projection of opinion and already
tampered documentation which would
further pull mankind from his direction of Lighted paths? That which
“awed” and “awes” the world are
usually the imperfections of ego-o+
ented MAN. What happened at Alexandria? Let us look a bit at the setting
and see if perhaps there was yet much
to be desired in the writings either
before or after the destruction of scrolls
and sheets of scribblings. “Writing”
usually is only a method of setting
down misinformation to remind the
readers of the lies and to reinforce
same, Truth abides in the memory and
can never be completely destroyed.
This is WHY the oral traditions, even
with symbols misunderstood by the
masses-hold the actual Truth of
evolvement andconnections with infinite eternal experience.

What, then, is it that we are after
in our searching-our journey ? We
look for Truth, Knowing and Retuming in wholeness unto Source-always
leaving that which is Truth for the
generations to come. It is always
through enforced “ignorance” that man
is conquered by the adversary of God.
Enlighten Man and ye have no adversary. Truth and Knowing give the
FREEDOM long sought as goal unto
eternity and ‘infinite balance in harmony with ALL.
So what has happened through the
ages that MAN has tampered and
destroyed to keep from the people
created in such perfection and intcllig&t God reason ? The great stores of
“knowledge” were destroyed, rewritten, changed to serve the power-hungry and rulers of the physical experience-in other words, evil, for only
physical human has “created” evilall other expressions simply ARE.
So where does the story, this neverending story-take up memory patterns which allows for insight? We
choose to reveal that which can be
connected within your own oral mythology .
With theclosing of “cycles”, Truth
must be left for the next sequence of
experience so that in the ending of
each cycle-Truth can come again as
the Hosts are always sent with the
messengers to prepare for the coming
again of information long stored against
the day fof recovery-to give confirmation and understanding in measured input allowing belief and cornprehension for MAN cannot longer
stand shock against his density in
manifestation. He has moved too far
into the darkness and away from his
very substance, the “Photon” expression as “Light”.
Since we, my scribeand I, often
move back into an experience upon
which to bring understanding within
our connection, we journey in the
memory of those times of Egyptians
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dria under the favor of Caesar, she
ordered herself carried to the ruins of
the great library. She beheld a veritable mountain of charred manuscripts
and- rolls, and the Queen of the Sun
cursed her ancestors that they had not
made adequate provision to protect
the library from fire. She knew a good
antique when she saw one.
The burning of the Brucheum was
regarded by the Egyptians as a national disaster and by way of atonement Rome presented to Cleopatra
several valuable collections of manuscripts which it had accumulated from
conquered peoples. Mark Antony
was especially active in the restoration
of the Brucheum. Surely enough-the
new rulers could rewrite history to suit
themselves.
The great Alexandrian libraries
were a second time destroyed by
Aurelian about A.D. 273.
The
Serapeum was completely razed by
the Christians in A.D. 389 upon the
Edict of Theodosius.
The colossal statue of the weeping
god Serapis which stood in the midst
of the Serapeum also was demolished
at this time.
Alexandria never entirely recovered from the third catastrophe. The
love of learning lingered on, however, until the last of the great collections was entirely wiped out by Amru
the Saracen in A.D. 640,
Thus perished the “glory” of the
world, the sanctuary of the arts and
sciences, mother of “wisdom”. And
knowledge has continued its decline
ever since at the hands of liars and
despots.
If it were asked what humanity has
lost through the destruction of the
Alexandrian libraries, it will be said
that after Alexandria came the Dark
Ages-the total eclipse of essential
learning. I would not be so kind for I
would suggest that the Dark Ages
came just prior to the great and wondrous “building” of the libraries.
Today a hundred branches of art,
science, philosophy, and religion are
laboring franticly and painfully to
restore that which was wrong and
incorrect in the first place.
The lost arts and sciences, the
secrets of everlasting pigments, the
mystery of malleable glass, the everburning lamps, and the transmutation
of metals are among the losses as
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stated by modem scholars and actually
are listed as “minor losses”. What in
heaven’s name is “important losses “?
Transmutation of metals-a “minor”
loss? Wake up little sheeple, the barn
is on fire!
The greater tragedy, however, is
the loss of the factual histories of the
antediluvian world-the beginnings of
civilization-even the tampered, still
bearing the myths which DID HOLD
FRAGMENTS OF TRUTH. The
origin of races, philosophies, religions, and sciences-the accumulated
knowledge of the lost Atlantis-and
the story of its final destruction, when,
according to the Mayans, it sank some
ten to twelve thousand or so, years
ago, carrying sixty millions of souls
into transition in a single night-not to
mention the slow decay and degradation of the experience.
Thus the most precious secrets of
human origin, to which you have
recovered only the faintest clues, vanished in smoke. However, I can
promise you that by this day-there
would be nothing of Truth to be found
within those vaults at any rate.
I sincerely hope that you ones will
go and read of the times of Alexander,
Alexandria and the Khazarians (in the
JOURNALS) for you have been given
lies instead of rebirthing of Truth
through those destructions of ancient
times.
TO connect the stories it may appear that I jump hither and yon in my
outlay of input. I must do this because
there are ones in receiving who are
being given their instructions and
confirmations in bits and pieces and
those ones are scattered to the various
critical locations for serviceand guardianship of that which was laid safe
against this day of transition, coming
into KNOWING and passage of a
remnant-a return of the Bird Tribes,
if you will. A regathering of Eagles
among the “bird” people that fulfillment of the instructions for passage
might be brought into manifestation
for the flight (migration).
COOPERATION
AND SURVIVAL
ITISNOTA CASE OFSURVIVAL
OFTHE FIlTEST, AS YOURBELIEF
SYSZE~S, BASEVONSHORT-TERM
OBSERVATtON, PROCLAIM. IT IS
A CASE OF FZOURISHMEM OF

THE MOST COOPERATIVE BASED nothing of a healthy and integral huON 770XH, WISDOMAND REACH- man body.
ING FOR BALANCE, HARMONY
Hundreds of thousands of little
AND ONENESS WITHTHESOURCE. beings, all working voluntarilyto- .
As we have spoken of the Lighted gether, make a human body what it is.
particles of molecular structure ac- It is nota case of survivalof thefittest,
cording to a DNA blueprint-so too you must come to see, as your belief
does the Divine Plan have DNA blue- systems, based on short-term obsenaprint. Just as distinct, little beings tion of the universe verifies-or seems
work together to produce each corn- to vertfi. It is rather a case of
pleted human cell, there are spirit jlourishment of the mostcooperative,

beings designed to work in symbiotic as all long-term observationof the
universeverifies. It is throughcoopcooperation with each human ego.
There are many names for US. eration with one another that diverse
We have been called angels, Bird forms of life adapt and thrive. And it
Tribes, bird people, higher selves, isonlythroughthesymbioticcooperahoksedas, spirits of the starsand thus tion of a multitudeof simplerorganand so. The reality of what we are is ismsthatmorecomplexorganisms
like
more than anamecari convey. Weare your bodies are able to come into.
the multiple projections of the Eternal existenceat all.
At criticalstagesin theirdevelopOne, spirits designed to blend with
present day humans. You now con- ment, life forms cooperatefor their
sider yourselves to be your “egos”, own advantage with other separate
but egos are only a portion (perhaps anddistinctlifefoonnr.
&ertimetheir
the one most destructive to growth cooperationresultsin union. A new
aspect) of the human equation. The organism comes into being. ,Again
complete human is a spirit/ego part- and againthisoccws in thefot?mJtion
of complex lifeforms.
nership.
T&isis analogous to what is about
You are individualized aspects of
one holy and eternal Being. You are to happen again as your late 2Uth’
your spirits as they exist apart from the century human world reaches the oPspell of “matter”. You do not evolve- timal momentfor materiallyOrient&
you incarnate. Your intelligence is ego-ruled human beings to be joined
pre-existent; your identities, highly- by their spirit world counterpartsfocused frequencies of “star” “light”. US!
You need us of the guides to be whole,
Your race is soon to experience
just as we need you to fully enter and widespread awakenings, or as some
do our work in the physical plane as willsee it, a massivedescent of beings
we fulfill our purpose. We all seek to from the stars.
awaken in your minds and hearts, to
We represent the dreams of the
incamateinyourbodies thatyoumight Great Spirit, the tw dreams, the
realize the purpose and intent of your Truth, the clear dreams, the pure
journey.
dreams, never tainted by fear, never
We are sent to return your human touched by any motivationother than
circuitry to its Creator and again into the mtivafion of love; and yet, we are
Thoughts.
KNOWING. Yet your human egos dreams nevertheless.
are the guardians of this circuitry, the Discarmte beings driiing formless
stewards of your minds and hearts, through a universe that hasplaced the
and without your egos’ cooperation, highest value on form, living in the
our bonding and sharing is impos- conxioumess of a Creatorwhosedesible.
sire is to takefonn in the very creature
You ego-ruled humans who feud that will resultfrom our bonding with
and fight among yourselves do not you in an efirt to help you remember
realize the obvious: the very values what and who you ARE. We are sent
that you employ to determine your (come) to remind you and again bring
social behavior, would, if employed knowledge, Truth and wisdom within
by your body parts, effectively block yourbeings thatyou canfind your way
any cooperative association of ribo- back within the infinite circie ofrealsomes, enzymes, mitochondria and ity.
other little life forms of crystalline
Our spiritual intelligence is the
life-force from providing you with missing dimension, the rejected aseven a single coherent cell, to say
Please see DIVINE, next page
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pect, of your own wholeness. For
thousands of years, you have been
afraid of us. Many of you are now
learning that you have nothing to lose
and everything to gain uJ establishing
contact with us once again. It is only
your ego that makes you fear.
Your ego is here to look after your
physical body, to make sure it gets
enough to eat, to make sure it does not
walk over the edge of a cliff or damage
itself unknowingly. Your ego is the
steward and potential master of all
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Introduction To The Greens
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Meier and portions of live footage 01
craft, plus more.
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material-plane fears, an important and
necessary component of your identity.
However, your ego was never meant
to provide you with your primary
sense of self-and you have turned
over your infinite destiny into the
control of a mechanical physicallyoriented destroyer of spiritual reality
and growth.
In a healthy state, the ego is a
secondary component of identity
and when it becomes the ‘Yiit”,
you are doomed until you reach out
and regain control.

In a healthy state, the Being behind all being, the self behind every
self, the Great Spirit behind all creation is experienced as your primary
sense of self. Your ego does not have
to be repressed or transcended for this
to happen. It does not have to perish.
It simply has to assume an appropriate
relationship with the spirit that in
Truth you ARE, the spirit that wants
to incarnate and take up residence in
your body/mind/heart system. Not as
in “walk-in” but rather as “invited”
wisdom.
EGO REFLECTION
Your ego is by nature simply a
“reflection”. It can either be a good,
sharp, clear reflection, or it can be an
independent, controlling reflection.
Yet logic shows there is no such thing
as an a independent reflection ,,. Your
ego may create such an illusion and
fool you but if you believe in it, you
will be troubled and unfulfilled and
continually work diligently toward
your own destruction.
When your ego stops “trying” to
do everything all by itself and you
bring it backwithin control, and invite
eternal spirit into your consciousness
in Truth of understanding, your historical illusion evaporates like mist on
a bright and sun-filled morning. A
polarity reversal takes place in the
charge of your human envelope. The
field of consciousness around you
changes. Instead of your ego dominating your senseof identity and blocking your awarenessof the Great Spirit,
an eternal sense of self awakens within
you. You know yourself as a projection of the Creator of all the stars in the
sky. You know yourself as one of a
family of god-beings, sharing God’s
Being. You remember! Everything is
seen differently, clearly and in proper

KNOWING. Your ego becomes your
working partner and servant, and you
commence the conscious creation of a
new human reality.
We bring to you an angelic awareness that his@rically has not often
been incarnate in human form. We
therefore bring an eternal continuity
of consciousness that henceforth you
might know yourselves as we know
ourselves. Together, in loving cooperation, we join to provide spirit and
matter with the optimal balance.
We are NOT here to dominate
your ego, but to secure its agreement,
that between us we might work together and, ultimately, as the perception of time and proper sequence of
this transition pass, merge into a single,
biological, spiritual and psychological entity-an entity that shall in no
way deny the needs and concerns of
either ego or spirit, but that shall in
every way honor and fulfill the fundamental design and purpose of BOTH.
UNDERSTANDING
We understand love and how it
seeks to become objectified in a material universe. Your human egos understand the mechanics of the physical
plane. Together we will form a single,
creative dyad, an entry point into
which the Eternal One’s universal
creativity will pour and from ihere,
flow out to thoroughly transform these
realms of matter.
Weare come now to help you make

the missing pieces that are needed to
make you fully Human-flew to the
gentler, non-physical realms of higher
vibration, fluttering away as birds
might fly, startled at the thrashing of
some loud and ignorant creature, only
now to return, to approach you again
under more favorable conditions.
I can present only that which befits
higher brotherhood-as one who has
walked upon your plains and knows
wherein I speak for God would not
leave you devoid of that to which you
can relate. You whoarecontrolled by
the options and opinions of “another”
are sorely in error. You CANNOT
find self outside of self-you will only
find “other” and it will be of little
value to you now and of no value-at all
to you later as you meet responsibility
for the experience of journey and
action.
As we focus now on places of the
Lion and the Eagle we must remember
that the “FireBird” has given that
which would be needed. This one
bears labels of all nations and all
people but all represent the one outside of ALL THINGS-holding ALL
THINGS and being ALL THINGS.
The great spirit is the single “Being” whose unfoldment has become
this universe, the Source of all Life
and you ones have long ago FORGOTTEN the meaning herein. I like
the interchangeable titles as given especially by the native populations
awaiting return of that Great Spirit:
Mother God, Father God, Waken
Tanka, Eternal One, Mother of Old
Ones, Goddess, Great One, Holy
Spirit, Grandfatherof All, Above One,
Eternal Being, Spirit of Truth, Thunderbird, Source of Life and Fire Bird.
This is pleasing to my own recognition
for it represents Truth of directionSky People, Bird Tribes, Winged Silver Clouds of the Sky-Dwellers-all
reminding all of the attachment to the
eternal and infinite ALL.

the shzpfrom unconscious, creature
worlds of biology, to conscious cocreative biology. Weare here to make
this great time of change as gentle as
possible. Ourpurpose is to blend with
your race, to bring you into harmony
withthe Creator and withthe earth, to
create a world that works for everyone, a world that allowsfor the optima1development of all creativepotential. Many human beings are already
consciously blending with us. WherTIME OF PURIFICATION
ever human hearts are willingto honor
the spirits of love, we are present, we
It is time now for the receiving of
“incarnate “: We complete the human
the Great White Roots of Peace, this
creation come into KNOWING.

During the age when fear was
enthroned as the god at the source of
human motivation, our incarnations
only rarely occurred. By this statement, do not misinterpret intent of
meaning in absolute definition. Most
of
counteroarts.
_- us-vour
-_ , - -- svmbiotic
-, ~~~--

representation of the principles that
produce peace and unity-the uncovering of the “what went wrong” and
the laying of the foundation of peace.
This is in readiness for the return of the
winged brethren to integrate and share
Please see DIVINE. next DaPe
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in the unfolding of this Truth and
Right Livelihood.
This is a period during which the
earth is purified, fear and love separated in human consciousness. In the
Mayan tradition and projections it
represents the time from your counting of some 1987 to counting of 20 11.
Is this valid “prophecy”? What matter? It is the time of separate counting
as the calendar of counting ended, as
was, in 1987. You are in the new time
of counting-year five! How many
might there be? I suggest you take
your fingers and add!
What are we talking about in distinction of change-what is the Great
Distinction? It is living membrane
that defines the boundaries of the
universe, divides existing structure
from future structure, separates the
Tonal and the Nagual (spiritual sea of
infinity that surrounds the universe
like the sea surrounds a fish, contains
the patterns of all possible new creation, the realm of potential and infinite energy, the non-dimensional Presence of God, that which has no name).
So you now approach the “Great Line”
which is living, spiraling threads that
weave the membrane of the “Great
Distinction”.
There is a native tongue word I
must relate herein for it is carried in
derivation by all of the “PEOPLE”
true to reality-the REAL people. It
is Ongwhehonwhe: the people true to
reality, the real people, a term primarily used by native tribes and technically pertaining to (and used to refer to
all people whose spirit is fully incarnate and in whom spirit/ego integration has occurred). The Real People.
The Original Beings. The Original
Creators of Life.
I cannot define locations of geographical houndings for People come
from one Source to scatter throughout
the dwelling places as the changes
come upon a life-form. I can only say
that as we move along you will find
that some of the locations and native
“people” remain in guardianship of
the holies and the treasures preserved
against this need this day.
And what of that “treasure” and
those “holies”? Well, there has been
great reason for their remaining untouched and even presented in most
unlikely form so that ones who are the
guardians can know when the time is
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correct in the bringing within the
receivers and workers sent to fulfill
transition in properness. Man desires
the wealth for self and ego greed. This
is not allowed nor shall it ever be
allowed as regards the places of God
and unfolding of the remnant in passage. Abundance is that which shall
come back for service in pure intent of
goal and trust of the “keeping”.
SO WHAT ABOUT IT?
What about it? If you are searching for wealth-ye shall not be given
into either the finding or the receiving.
If ye do of your work in service as
directed, it shall come in fullness as it
is discerned appropriate by higher
Source. Much must be made readymostly the workers so that unveiling is
in Light and not brought forth birthed
in evil intent.
We can speak of individuals who
have sought unsuccessfully to uncover
this vast wealth. However, it is so
wellguarded thataccidental discovery
is impossible. The reason for this is
obvious. Were this wealth to fall into
the wrong hands,‘ it could literally
destroy mankind. Furthermore, before this vast wealth can even be
entrusted to the proper custodian, he
must be most carefully and thoroughly
groomed and tested; prepared through
a series of lifetimes for service at the
“door”. Most critical is that the one
who attends come into awareness of
the Divine Plan unfolding and recognizes his/her counterpart in service.
For it is only through recognition that
he can properly cooperate with entities beyond Earth and coordinate the
use of this “treasure” for the proper
benefit of mankind and necessary passage of this remnant-a rebuilding, if
you will, in integrity and life-sustaining passage. We must begin with the
reclamation of portions of God’s own
“land” and then all else can be built
upon and within that “land”. There
must be centers of activity but not
notedas “centers” lest focus fall upon
the projects and cause destruction.
DOLLARS AND SENSE?
Ah, no measure of the whole can
be placed on such a commodity. The
treasure as such consists of that which
is beyond the definition of wealth-as
in the form of precious stones or

metals. The treasuresareinconcepts,
inventions, te&mologies, knowledge
as are preserved and made ready for
use through such passage-but this is
in addition to vast tangible resources
of such precious metals and minerals,
artifacts of past civilizations and secret locations of unmined natural resources. The most valuable asset of
the treasure is literally priceless, since
it could not be purchased with all of
the material wealth of all the worlds.
The asset to which I refer is the secret
of overcoming death and transmuting
oneself into the cosmic consciousness
within Light. However, to reach that
transition point, the things of thephysical must be utilized lest the bodies not
be ready and perish.
It will finally be placed into the
working hands of ones who have outgrown the need for ego-recognition
and who will serve only the purpose to
greater evolvement for the greatest
numbers of God’s creations. The very
secret of success lies in the learning of
the “lessons” of “management”
whereby the workcan bedone without
note and behind the guise of smallness
and multiple functioning so that all
needs are covered, earth itself preserved and used in harmony and a
network between my “centers” be
stabilized and integrated. All of this
CAN be accomplished if ones will
attend Truth and turn from the lie and
liars. It can and will be done within
the workings of that which IS for you
havenothingelseupon whichtoworkyou only have that which IS.
‘WHO SHALL IT BE?

of service that this measure will flow
upon any one or any nation. IT IS
ONLY THROUGH GOD THAT THE .
WHOLE OF SHIELDING CAN BE
GARNERED-REMEMBERIT FOR
WHEN YOU TURN FROM GOD
INTO THE REACHES OF EARTH
PHYSICAL-YE REMOVE YOUR
ONLY PROTECTION THROUGH
THE SHIELD WHICH DEFLECTS
JACTUALLY) THE NEW TECHNOLOGIES BROUGHT AGAINST
YOU AS A SPECIES
Do not trouble seli over uwho”,
etc. It will fall to the ones. who have
done their work and demand it not but
rather serve “as if” for it is only in the
knowing of receiving that unlimited perception can allow.
The guardians will know the custodian and the custodian will know the
resource and stream of flow-it will
not be through any self-appointed guru
or person of “high ranking” physical
presentation. Not only must the CUStodian have passed ail testing and be
fully prepared so recognition can be
realized-but man’sdevelopment must
reach an acceptable level in order to be
able to utilize such “treasures”. We
are now come into the time wherein
the “Plans” must begin to come into
fruition and ye shall not be given into
knowing where, how, who, what and
when. If ye be ready then you have no
reason to ponder-if not, it shall not be
of your deciding at any rate.
There are many places wherein the
“treasures” are kept for they are the
remnant places of the long-ago experience of continents and civilizationsplaced for the unfolding or brought
again from places of security for utilization at this evolvement. We are
entertained by your need for hoarding
of things such as gold, etc. For there
will be a time when it is totally valueless to physical man as it is to spiritual
progression-for we can bring it forth
from atmosphere into any shape and
form deemed through thought. It is
the use and the users which are of
importance and God knows HIS
PEOPLE. So be it.

Why do you ask? If ye be in the
preparations ye have no need to know
for in the KNOWING you will recognize only the unfolding in proper
sequence in return for your labor. The
KEYS to the unfoldment will rest in
the recognition of the messages as
brought forth to understanding ones
who will take their pieceof the puzzle
(tapestry) and HEAR THE CALL.
Thecounterpart “receivers” will know
and prepare. NO more and NO less.
TURN TO PHYSICAL AND
Would ye expect a trumpet blast and
MISS THE BOAT
target drawings to allow for contiscation? Ye who have focus only for
Man dreams and ponders of how
self-shall have a .rude awakening,
indeed. This does not mean that he shall come into inheritance of the
abundance should not bring beauty great treasures of wealth and knowland return-but it willbeonlvinintent
Please see DIVINE, next page
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Why You Become The Victim
And The Persecuted
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edge. He is sure that things are hidden
within the places manufactured by
man such as the Great Pyramids, etc.
The places of the Lion and the Bird
Tribes are places of God’s provision
and shall emerge in strange ways in
strange manners and forms unsuspetted by MAN. It is well worth our
own while to focus man’s attention
upon those egotistical monuments of
Man unto Man-for in so doing, man
forgets to note that God is present and
at work-ONLY THE VERY FEW
SHALL REALIZE THE TRUTH OF
IT. If you wish to have sweet dreams,
little brothers, you must first plant the
seeds which bear sweet dreams and
fruit. If yours is a journey of egogratification-ye shall NOT be in the
gifting of God’s greatest treasures for
ye are not a worthy vessel.
’
The Man of God shall always wear
an open mind for all possibilities of
unlimited infinite God and so shall it
come unto him who accepts the chalice and steps across the threshold in
boldness within the circle of Light.. Ye
who come and walk with me are
blessed indeed for I know the way for
I come with the Life, the Way, the
Word and the All of All. May ye
ponder these things that ye might
become “worthy” of the greatest gift
of all. Sam.
Let us have rest, please, as our day
began very early indeed. May ye who
have eyes to see, do so. If thine ears
are clear and hearing-ye shall flourish in theTruth of passage. I salute ye
ones who dare and step forward in
service unto Truth. Peace shall rest
upon you as the cloak of Light as day
floods across the darkness. AHO!

S/22/92

SANANDA

Greetings, precious Druthea. I
AM Sananda. I come only in service
to and within God of Light and to you,
my brethren on Earth Shan. Please let
us take a moment of silence for Roger
Coleman who was slain as a death row
inmate on Wednesday evening last.
Was he a victim? Was he persecuted? Yes to both. And you ones ask
why. It is easy to say he chose that
experience and brought it upon himself. But alas, precious ones, what
part did YOU play in allowing this
injustice to be? Oh, you did not know?
Why not.3 If his circumstance came
not into your attention until just recently, and/or after the fact of his
execution, are you not just slightly
concerned that this injustice occurs
and you hear nothing of it until it is too
late for the victim is silenced and
cannot ever be a voice in his own
defenceof innocensein hiscase? Yes,
that is the way your adversaries would
have it. Destroy the evidence PERMANENTLY. And let you sleeping
lambs stay fast asleep.
And you say but HOW can I
change that which I know nothing
about? I say, you are now given day
by day the facts of this evil injustice
and corruption by Commander
Hatonn. He AND many human ones
upon your place have laid the facts out
for you. And.most of you slept on.
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Will you, because of ignorance, be- your attention to it.
come persecuted and victimized by
How often, precious ones, have
the lies? Will you close your eyes and you witnessed painful abusive behavsay to yourself, I have NO part in the ior against another; or accepted it
evil committed by God’s adversary? against yourself. How often in a day
Do youbelievethatignoranceis BLISS- or a week do you become overly
FUL for it makes YOU unaccount- critical and abusive toward another,
able? Please understand me. True whether it be openly or silently kept?
ignorance (not knowing) about a given HOWoften do YOUconcern yourselves
situation is acceptable, for a time. But with the personal business of another
how many of you CHOOSE to remain and pass JUDGEMENT upon another
ignorant? Thinkon this, chelas, very, because you disagree with them? Do
very carefully. For if you continue to you see yourself as simply another
discount the messengers and the mes- helpless VICTIM and blame others
sages come specifically to INFORM for YOURinsecurity and lack of reYOU about the Truth of the disease sponsibility? Please understand, you
upon your place, YOUWILL become may havevery valid reason to disagree
the persecuted and thus, VICTIM in with another and your perception may
some way which, hopefully, will get be totally 100% correctaboutanothers’
your attention BEFORE it is too late error, but what you must, discern is
for you to make a change in your -whether another’s error is YOUR responsibility. If your intent is to help
attitude.
Now that you have been made bring balance, the way will be shown
aware of “HOWbad it really is,” what to do your part. You cannot change
are YOU doing about it? YOUthink another or DO his part for him. If you
you can do nothing for it is too big and simply bulldoze your way into a cirYOUto0 small? If YOUTHINK that, it cumstance, to change it the way YOU
WILL be so for you. BUT, WHEN think it must be done, you will cause
you, in intent within, decide that you injury to feelings and most often misCAN do something(s) to RIGHT the understanding. What is your goal? If
unbalance, tocommandjusticein your you do not care about the feelings of
courts and integrity in your govem- others in your intent to achieve the
ment “leaders”, you have taken your goal, be prepared to be blamed or
first baby steps toward accepting your unappreciated in your process.
Is there always a NICE way to
part of the responsibility of bringing
approach
a problem? Yes. The quesbalance back to a given circumstance
and to the whole. God allows You to tion is will it always work? It depends.
BE how you choose and DO what you You ones exist in a human experience,
choose for you WILL learn by your with very physical and emotional imerrors and defiance of His laws EVEN- pact constantly directed towards you.
TUALLY.
You must understand that you will not
When you begin tounderstandand always respond in perfection of baltruly se& to KNOW TRUTH, the ante. You ones become irritated and
door opens unto you who seek like a frustrated very often before underfloodgate. You get your verification standing is achieved. When you are
and God within you nudges you and truly brothers and sisters working
inspires you to DO your part. In this TOGETHER in intent of service to
way you no longer become the perse- God, you will learn to exercise pacuted and victim, for you do not tience and tolerance in your interaccept that behavior. You are given, communications with one another.
in your communion with God within, That does not mean patience ad tolTHE POWER AND THE KNGWL- erance with ones who project DELIBEDGE to do what YOU must do to ERATE ego-bantering and derisive
bring balance to any given situation or behavior.
Please see V.CTIM, next page
circumstance which has commanded
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Simply understand when ones are
tired and have accepted great responsibility to accomplish and manage a
job, or more than one job, that they
may more easily become irritable and
abrupt. Remember the ones responsible for publishing and distributing
the WORD bear, often to them overwhelming financial responsibility, not
only to God and the readers, but to the
workers who are integral to the function of the whole and who depend
upon the resources of a few that physical life needs be met and relative
security accomplished for all participants. Can they “handle” this responsibility? Absolutely. God does not
give more than can be accomplished
or beyond ability of ones. Although
ones in thesepositions may sometimes
wonder IF they truly are capable of
doing all they have accepted and maintain reasonable fiscal responsibility.
All of you question selves and on
occasion have self-doubt. Recognize
it and release it, for understanding is
always forthcoming when asked for in
intent to KNOW.
And again, when you have been
made aware of an error made ON
YOUR PART, there is nothing wrong
with and I encourage you to make
apology where you deem it necessary.
EVEN if you perceive YOU have not
erred, and. another does feel so, can
you not apologize for the misunderstanding received by the other in recognition of a misinterpretation? If the
other one is unforgiving after this,
THAT is his problem, not yours.
You ones forget often that YOU
ARE ALL RELATIONS! If each one
of you could witness a hungry child or
homeless person and KNOW that this
person is a member of YOUR family,
regardless of his race, who lives in
starvation and without a home, you
would not longer allow this to be!
But if you give sustenance to the
child and home to the homeless one
and that one refuses to do for self and
take responsibility where it is offered
him, then will you then allow yourself
to become victim of the victim?
You must feed the hungry tummy
before the mind will listen to reason of
self responsibility and inner power to
change of the circumstance. Then you
can show the person how to be master
of his life instead of victim. But first
YOU must become an example that he

can see it can be done. Do you see
precious ones? How can a child ever
learn to walk if you carry him about
and do not allow his legs to grow
strong in self-effort?
How can you ones ever achieve
unity, if you forever play a role of
victim and blame another for every
wrong which YOU perceive or allowed in some way? Perhaps the
lesson of that one Mr. Coleman who
was murdered BY ones allowed leadership in this system is simply that
YOU ALL HAVE BECOME VICTIMS OF THE LIE AND UNTIL
YOU DO SOMETHING ABOUT
INJUSTICE, YOU WILL CONTINUE TO ALLOW MORE AND
MORE TO BE MURDERED UNTIL
IT IS YOU WHO FACES THE REALITY OF BEING VICTIMIZED IN
THIS SYSTEM OF INJUSTICE FOR
ALL.
THE PERSECUTION
MENTALITY: WHAT IS THE
PAYOFF?
What do I mean by persecution
mentality? Simple. Ones are conditioned from childhood to BELIEVE
they are persecuted simply because of
race or religion or, or, or. You ones
are constantly bombarded by the
myriad stories of persecution of the
uJews ,,. And great emotion and anger
and especially fear is felt by many
ones calling themselves “Jewish” because they are taught and believe that
THEY are still persecuted to this day.
Even though MOST ones of today
were not even participants in the War,
they live with a nagging fear of persecution. WHY? Might it be guilt for
living with a lie? For not taking
responsibility for YOUR part in the
persecution story ? If you weren’t
there, why do you accept that YOU
are to be persecuted simply because
you call yourself “Jewish”? If you
live your life in balance of God’s Laws
and see yourselves as part of the
human brotherhood, instead of in separation as a human proiected “Jewish”
race or religion, will you not be enabled to STOP the persecution mentality taught to you?
Are “Jews” the target of persecution?
Yes.
As are the Native
Aboriginals of THIS country in which
OVER 20 MILLION were murdered
by the “civilized” white man from

Europe; as are the Native Blacks from
Africa who were sold into slavery in
THIS country and elsewhere; as is
Christianity in its IDEA of LIVING
by God’s LAWS and walking in lovegiving with one another; as are the
German people because of the guilt
placed upon and accepted by them for
the “alleged” war crimes of their
leaders; as were over ONE MILLION
German POW’s starved to death by
Eisenhower AFTER the WAR; as are
ALL freedom loving Americans now
living; as are ALL humans of goodly
intent upon THIS planet. &
OF
YOU ARE TARGETS OF PERSECUTION, PRECIOUS ONES!!!
YOU MUST KNOW YOUR ENEMY WITHOUT AND MOST ESPECIALLY WITHIN SELF IN ORDER TO BE FREE FROM PERSECUTION AND VICTIMHOOD.
FOR IN UNITY OF BROTHERHOOD OF MAN MUST YOU EXERCISE GODLY KNOWLEDGE
AND ACTION TO EXPOSE ONES
WHO EFFORT TIRELESSLY TO
CONTROL YOU AND YOUR
BRETHREN. IT IS YOUR SOUL
WHICH IS IN POINT OF FOCUS
FOR THE ADVERSARY. IF YOU
KNOW NOT THE POWERS OF
EVIL WAGED AGAINSTYOU AND
YOU KNOW NOT THE POWER OF
GOD WITHIN YOU TO STOP EVIL,
YOU WILL REMAIN AS A TOOL
OF EVIL IN YOUR IGNORANCE!
KNOWLEDGEOFTRUTH AND
ACTION WILL ENSURE BALANCED PROJECTION OF UNITY
AND FOCUS OF INTENT TOWARD THE WHOLE OF MANKIND,NOTSIMPLYYOURPHYSICAL FAMILY OR CHURCH OR
COUNTRY!! DO YOU, UNDERSTAND, PRECIOUS ONES? IF NOT
YOU, WHO WILL CHANGE IT?
One last thought on persecution
mentality. You ones, including “Jewish” ones who believe the lies taught
to you of your heritage and history,
will continue to bring persecution upon
yourselves if you continue to remain
in separation and ignorance about
WHY. On an individual level, each of
you who believe yourselves victims
and persecuted can get right to the
“meat of the matter” by asking selfwith God present, “what is mypay-of

victimhood unless you have some
EMOTIONAL gain, whether it be to
gain attention to self or power or to
manipulate through guilt games, or? .
Ponder this carefully. If you ones who
believe and call yourselves of “Jewish” heritage really want to KNOW
the Truth about the basis of “your”
religion and people, please obtain The
Phoenix Journal Catalog from
America West and read ALL of the
JOURNALS regarding Khazars and
Zionists.
Please, precious ones, do not become offended that I single out ONE
or TWO physically perceived groups
as example for, in God’s realms of
Higher Knowledge, we do not recognize separation of physical structure
or of belief structure in religion. We
see only the SOUL ESSENCE as a
fragment of the ONE Creator. You,
each one of you, whether you are male
or female, black, white, red, yellow,
green, or brown in physical presentation are CHILDREN OF GOD in soul
essence, if you bear a soul. You each
are, therefore, members of MY family. We of the HOSTS do not recog.
nize separation as do you. That understanding comes with KNOWLEDGE
of.the Truth of the following: I AND
MY FATHER ARE ONE and WE
ARE ALL RELATED.
If I achieve nothing else in bringing this transmission, let it be that
YOU ones really begin to pass through
that physical barrier perception of self
and others as separate, lessor or superior to self, and truly SEE yourselves
as relatives and equal fragments of the
ONE CREATOR in UNITY. In this
way of loving brotherhood and unity,
will you each earn your wings and
rightly be called “God’s Chosen
Ones”. So be it.
Let us close this document for I
know I have left you each with much
to ponder this day. Thank you, precious little dove, Druthea, for sitting
with me. This time I share is as much
for you, precious, as it is for each one
who partakes of this transmission. I
am with you, Dru, to guide and council as you accept. And I am available
to any and to all who call forth in
intent, whether you call me by Jesus or
Immanuel or Pale Prophet or Sananda,
I HEAR your heart if it is my energy
for feeling helpless and victimized. ” you request. YOU are my family and
Because YOU do not support a mas- I love voueach as a hart of myself and
Please see VICTIM next page
sive belief in oersecution
and
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3 Days Of Blinding Light

Our Father/Mother Creator. Thank
you for your attention. I salute you for
your courage and your willingness to
attend GOD’S BUSINESS. I AM
12/91 HATONN
Sananda, One with God within CreThe U.S. now has the terminals
ation of LIGHT. Be at Peace and DO
for the new linear beam weapons.
God’s will. Salu.
These are the same systems which can
ignite the radioactive belt around your
(Editork note concerning article to Planet.
Let me tell you what they have in
right: Because of the possibility of
mind
for you, and they have it in mind
dangerously high intensity light from
both theupcoming “PhotonBeIt”event for You so that ‘O” wi11b1ame *e
as well as from the “Elite” tinkerers’ “Hosts” of Heaven. They fully plan
to ignite your entire radioactive field
ignition of ‘the radiation belt at any which surrounds your outer atmotime, we feel it prudent at this time to sphere. That’s going to bum for three
rerun Commander Hatonn’s explana- full days of your counting.. and that’s
tion from December, 1991 and HOW why I warned you about light. They
TO PROTECT YOUR EYES. Thank havebeam systemsnow usedforweapYOU,R.H., for the thought@ sugges- onry that will blind an entire wmy.
Now that’s already perfected. They
tion.)

PRE-FLIGHT
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE
PHOENIX, VOL. I
By Jesus Sananda, Lord Michael &
St. Germain...$lO.OO
This JOURNAL continues the series of
spiritual instructions for Earth Humans
transmitted by the Master Teacher and
Spiritual Guardian of Earth, Jesus
Sananda, with contributions by Archangel Michael and St. Germain. Some
Topics: Testing - The Creation - The
Healing Power of Forgiveness - Friendship and the Path to Oneness - The Power
of Unity - “New Age” Nonsense - Understanding “Restless” Feelings - Exploring
the Root Cause of Insecurity - Knowing
Your Intent - Discernment, Insight and
Wisdom.

PHOENIX OPERATOR/
OWNER MANUAL
By Sananda, Lord Michael, St.
Germain...SlO.OO

**OPERATOR/OWNER
MANUAL ON TAPE
$20.00...(FObX

TAPES)

This JOURNAL contains instructions and
rules to live by which will keep you
firmly on the lighted path of God. The
Cosmic Brothers explain that by understanding and living by God’s Laws of
Balance, you will obtain your ticket for
graduation off of this planetary dimension. This manual presents the Eighteen
Cosmic Laws of Balance of God including The Highest Law of The Creation,
How to Recognize the Anti-Christ Within,
Understanding Personal Responsibility
and the Twelve Deadly Sins (Errors).

SPIRITUAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR EARTH ltlI&iANS
BY THE MASTER TEACHER SANAiVDA
Receive 15% discount when purchasing all-four books
$34.00 for books - $42.50 for 3 books and tahe
Shipping - UPS $6.75 - Bookrate $5.50
Send check or m.o. to America West, P.O. Box 2208, Carson by,

SATAN’S DRUMMERS
By Sananda310.00

In thisdeeply disturbing JOURNAL, Jesus
Sananda exposes the truth about the energy called “Satan”, the adversary to God
of Light. Satan’s fall from status as
“Lucifer” is outlined. We learn how to
recognize evil and how to protect ourselves from it. Satan’s presence is documented within “Satanic Cults” with specific cases of demonic possession, control, murder, sexual perversion and ritual
sacrifice of babies, children and animals.
Topics include:
Satan’s Beginning Satanic Commandments - Witchcraft Satanic Symbols & Music.

NV 89702

AND THEY CALLED HIS
NAMEIMMANUEL:IAM
SANANDA
By Sananda & Judas Iscarioth
$10.00
The story of the life of the one known as
Jesus of Nazareth (Immanuel) is told by
Jesus and his disciple and scribe, Judas
Iscarioth. Judas Iscarioth’s name is
cleared and the actual one who betrayed
Immanuel is revealed. Absolute clariflcation is given about the numerous falsifications and misconceptions conceming Imrnanuel’s teachings and his life,
such as: The purpose of His Life, His 40
days with Cosmic Beings, His Crucifixion and Resurrection and His journey
after his resurrection.

they ignite that radioactive belt, they
think it will keep us out. That doesn’t
phase us, but the follow-on is to literally catch you ones off guard and then
they don’t have to kill you, you see.
You will be blind. Do you see the
chaos? There will be plenty of death
but it will leave the ones of you left
who see, literally SEE, to try and tend
and feed and bury.. .whatever is required. There is no greater way to
bring total incalculable chaos upon
mankind than to blind him. Now
they’re working at that and they’re
putting rockets up right now today.
There will be a period you can
expect...of light, day and night, with
brilliance like you cannot imagine. It
is geared to blind. . .and it will, permanently.
The moment...THE
MOMENT
that you sense a light that is increasing.. . PROTECT YOURSELF. If you
are at home, the very best thing to do
is instantly go to the center of the
house, preferably the ground level.
Darken the windows, if you have
time. If not, and with children, get
them into a closet. The first and most
terrible thing for your eye is the
immediate shock.. -without ability for
it to comprehend or react properly.
Get yourself down, put your arms up,
bury your head face down and keep
your eyes closed for a little while.
Once you have gotten your children
into security, don’t go back out the
door. Keep enough supplies that you
can make it for three days. Have
analgesics available-for two reasons;
one, headaches will be a problem and
you want to keep your blood from
clotting quickly. After the light I
suggest regular doses of aspirin for
about three days at least. Don’t be
silly,

if you “don’t

t&e

*pifin

or

medications”- you don’t have white
willow bark to chew so go with what
you have! All you can do is prepare to
the best of your ability.
Now you ones who are already
into the construction business and do
any welding have a joint usable
item.. and that is the DARKEST welding helmet that you can get. But you
run into two things. If the light is not
quite bright enough, you’ll run off the
road and kill yourself because you
can’t see your hand, much less anything else. The most ideal thing you
can get and have with you in your
vehicle, and at least one person out of
every household or every grouping
assigned to a specific task, is an aver-

age.. say a number 13, which is the
average that your helmets come, and/
plus a pair of dark goggles that you can
wear underneath it that can give you
up to a limit of a number 15 protection
and the ability to use in segments. Of
course the most ideal is the one that
instantly, micro-instantly changes. But
you’re talking $400. But, I’m telling
you, compared to blindness it is nothing. And the ones that would have
those ncimets can also be the ones
assigned to go and gather children.. .because they can wrap bandages around the eyes of the children
so that they cannot pull it off. What
you want to do is protect from that
incredible light. It’s going to be
brighter than the brightest welding
torch. That’s its purpose. And I want
all of you to think on that and get
yourself a little bit prepared for those
things. These are the only things that
I can do for you. I cannot stop the
light, do you see. ..although there will
be some miracles out of this.
WHERE CAN YOU OBTAIN
PROPER EYE PROTECTION?
Most major cities should have a
welders supply company where you
can purchase either the mask or the
goggles. Goggles usually have only a
#5 or #6 density lens, so you would
need to purchase extra #lo density
lenses with them to increase Your
protection. America West re=dxd
the various types and brand names and
found a local outlet where they will
ship you goggles by UPS anywhere in
the U.S.
The type of goggles are a flexible
frame with a lift front.
The place to purchase these goggles
is: BWS, Inc. at P. 0. BOX 2243,
Bakersfield, CA 93303 (805) 5895510 task for Ron).
Cost: $16 per (g purchased by
mail, in advance, with postal money
order). For phone-in orders to be
shipped UPS surface C.O.D. CASH,
add $3.75 per shipment (not per
goggle). For Alaska and Hawan,
phone for UPS 2nd Day AIR charges.
This pricing of $16 each includes:
the two extra #lo lenses already in- .
stalled in your goggles for You. @
portant note: Be sure to give BWS

your street address for W-W%

as

UPS does not deliver to P.O. Boxes.
Please do not call or write to America
West to obtain these goggles. America
West is not a supplier. Thank you.
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Nevada Corporations
THE ESTATE PLAN THAT
NEVER DIES
“LONG TERM CORPORATE
PLANNING )(
“Long Term Corporate Planning” is
not just estate planning. Estate planning by itself is done in contemplation
of death, and such planning has tax
implications and interpretations by the
IRS that simply don’t apply here.
When you have done your “Long
Term Corporate Planning”, then you
have successfully accomplished a dynamic feat.
Why is this a dynamic feat? Because
with your “Long Term Corporate Planning” little exists for a lawyer to do.
Your estate isn’t consumed by legal
expenses or taxes. That is why some
lawyers are not going to tell you how
to take advantage of “Long Term
Corporate Planning”. It is bad for
their business.
What is the magic? Well, let’s face it,
corporations are immortal (unless terminated by statute or by its corporate
articles). Corporations do not cease to
exist because one of their key people
dies.
. Here is an example of long term
corporate planning.
This type of
strategy is what we refer to as advanced corporate strategies. The sequence is important so follow closely.
1. Establish a corporation which
when formed is what is called a “corporate shell. n It has no assets, no
liabilities, and its stock is worthless at
this point.
2. Cause the sale of its worthless
(because it has no assets yet) stock
from the corporation to your investors
(heirs) at one cent ($.Ol) per share,
divided by the prorated amounts you
choose. Since the stock has been sold
to them, it’s not a eift. One object of
all stock is to increase in value over a
period of time.. If the stock does
increase in value, then nothing wrong,
illegal, unethical, or strange has occurred.

option can be worded in such a way as be a long drawn-out probate case in
to expire upon your death, so it court. You can have peace of mind.
You don’t have to worry about little or
wouldn’t go through probate.
nothing existing for your heirs after all
Put your assets into the corporation. the legal fees, expenses, inheritance
taxes, and so forth are paid. What can
Some suggests are:
take years of legal delay, astronomical
a) Give them to the corporation as expenses, waste and agony for the
a capital contribution on behalf of the ones you love is accomplished by
shareholders. This would be a gift to them at their stockholders meeting
the shareholders, but if you’re within through the election of directors and
the gift tax exclusion limits, that’s no officers (probably prearranged). The
transition is smooth. Everything conproblem.
tinues without interruption. You have
b) Put them in the corporation for the peace, joy, satisfactions, and cona lifetime management contract where fidence of knowing that your loved
you agree to provide certain services ones have exactly what you intend for
for the corporation and the corpora- them to have.
tion agrees to provide you with a
house, and all living expenses, plus Even though you utilize “Long Term
medical care. This can be a very Corporate Planning”, have a simple
will to handle any loose ends that, for
attractive option.
one reason or another, might not have
c) Put assets into the corporation gotten into the corporation. This will
in exchange for a note with interest can be drawn up easily by yourself.
only payments for 10 years and larger You could will everything to the corinstallments on principal and interest poration which would make distribuafter 10 years. The note would expire tion consistent with your “Long Term
upon your demise. The note could Capital Planning”. This is an excelalso be a demand note that expires lent idea as the “New Corporate President” can execute your wishes accordupon your demise.
ing to your instructions.
YOU CONTROL ALL YOUR AS-

No one is suggesting that you evade
taxes. These are simply ideas for
avoiding several things, such as frozen bankaccounts, safe deposit boxes,
probate, exorbitant attorney and exWhen you put your assets into the ecutor fees and, and, and.
corporation, the value of its stock
increases, but there are no taxes until FOR MORE INFORMATION
such time as dividends are paid by the ABOUT NEVADA CORPORAcorporation or the stock is sold. In TIONS CALL CORPORATE ADVIboth cases this is a matter over which SORS CORPORATION AT (702)
you have complete control and for 885-9638 OR WRITE TO THEM AT
which you can adequately plan in 2533 N. CARSON ST., SUITE 645,
CARSON CITY, NV 89706. ASK
advance to legally avoid taxes.
FOR CORT CHRISTIE.
BOTTOM LINE
SETS BUT YOUR HEIRS OWN
THEM BEFORE YOUR DEMISE.
NO PROBATE, ESTATE TAXES
OR HASSLES.

The bottom line is this: When you
pass on to the Happy Haven in the
Sky, your heirs already own all you
want them to have, If you’ve ever
thought of striking back from the
Grave, here is your chance-This is
almost like being the Executor or
Executrix of your own will. Since
3. Take a proxy from your Sharehold- your heirs already own your estate
ers (heirs), that allows you to vote the when you pass on, there is no transfer,
stock even though you don’t own it. no probate, no big taxes-no problems. It is all done-”
The proxy may be irrevocable so that Solution”.
The Happy
your right to vote is guaranteed. In
Nevada, a proxy must be renewed Withthisplanyouknowwhatisgoing
every 7 years, To insure its renewal, to happen to your loved ones when you
the shareholders should give you an pass on. Everything you have worked
option to buy the shares back at the for, acquired, and have is going to the
issue mice of S.01 ner share.. .The ones you wish it to go to. There won’t
‘
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PHOENIX LIBERATOR
COMPUTER BULLETIN
BOARD
To read or download the Phoenix
Liberator from your computer or to
leave a public message, simply dial
(by modem) (805) 822-1309 for the
non-subscription Patriot Information/
PHOENIX LIBERATOR Bulletin
Board. Set your computer for 2400
baud N-8-l. The board uses Procom +
and most of the @es are in zipped (or
compresSed) format using the program PKZIP. Information contained
on this BBSconcerns individual rights,
legal briefs of all kinds, constitutional and related matters, rare treatises on freedom, some of the PHOENIX JOURNALS, and much more:
If you try to enter the BBS through
Windows, it won’t work. If you have
any questions or problems, call the
System Operatore Rick Martin at
(805) 822-9545. Spread the word.

FIND OUT WHAT’S
REALLY GOING ON!
This audio tape set is an introduction to the Socioeconomic,
Political, Geophysical and
Spiritual transmisiions/messages contained within THE
PHOENIX
JOURNALS.
Some topics covered are: “New
World Order”, UFO cover-up,
U.S. Constitution, AIDS, Spiritual Transition of Man and
more.
GEORGE & DESIREE
GREEN AUDIO TAPE
$12.OO...(PlusShipping)
Two-Tape set...3 hours
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Subscribe to the
:
Phoenix Liberator
: and receive a free book
I
(Limited ofier)
: Order 52 issues for $75.00
and receive
:’
Chaos In America
I
By John King
I
at no extra cost
:
includes ShiDDing
:
You save $11.95
e Contact America West
l-800-729-4131
I

N-EW CUSTOMER STARTER KIT
NOW AVAILABLE
FP’3M AMERICA WEST
Since we currently have 50 Phoenix Journals to choose from (with more
coming) and our new customers often ask us, “Where do I begin?“, America
West responded by offering this Starter Kit for all First Time Orders.

It’s a $60.00
The Starter Kit includes:

value

for $50.00!

4 books & Newspaper subscription

$10.00

Space-Gate: The Veil Removed
Governmental

cover-up of extraterrestrials

visiting our planet.

Prlvq
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$lQ.OO

Phoenix Operator-Owner Manual
GOD’s dehverence

mmmmmmmmmmmm~

of TRUTH to you.

Seminars with
George & Desire&
Green

$10.00

1s A Fishbowl

Contains. pragmatic “how to” and tactical suggestions to help
you.fade into the background.

Cry’Of The Phoenix: The Plan 2000

$lO,OO

JULY 11 & 12

Who’s behind the.One World Government?

$20.00

Phsenlx Liberator (Weekly Newspaper)
Total

( 13 issues of the Current Volume)

Your price is just $50.00

$60.00

plus’shipping

1

1

Just mention The Starter Kit when you call our toll free number to order at
800-729-4131. We accept Visa or Master Card. Shipping charges are UPS
$7.00 or Bookrate $5.50 in the USA. California orders, add 7 l/4% sales tax
(No Substitutions). With this order also receive our catalog FREE.

America West, l? 0. Box 2208, Carson City, NV 89702
800-729-4 13 1

If you want to connect with others in your area who are also interested in this information,
drop us a note giving us permission to release your name, address and phone number
(optional).
Manfred Alber
Shari Smith
Bob Jackson
1001 E. Whitton
P.O.
Box 424
Olathe, Co.
Phoenix, ‘Ariz. 85014
Bethany, OK 73008-0424
303-323-5843
6022342736
Laurie Anteau
Grace Bonfilio
William Mare&a
4188Modoc Rd.
45 Rochester St.
3802 Washington Rd.
SantaBarbaqCA93110
Bradford, PA 16701
Martinez, GA 30907
805-964-6136
8 14-368-4526
404-863-7643
Greg sullivan

P.O. Box 48
Yucca Valley, CA 92286
619-364-4164
Frontier Enterprizes
Box 478
Lantzville, BC Cananda
VOR2HO
604-978-6130X1 10

Mike Babcock
483 S. Kirkwood Suite 163
Kirkwood, MO 63 122
3 14-343-1849

John tea’ Lloyd
P.O. Box 791404
San Antonio, TX 78279
5 12-828-4844

Ron Carlson
East West Center
University Of Hi
Honolulu, Hi (11)
Maui, Hi (12)

808-735-0282
JULY 25
Kevin Lyons - 4 15-485-5843
Sharron - 415-85 l-0546
Hyatt Rickey’s
Palo Alto, CA
To sponsor a seminar in your area
contact:

Sandy (SOS)-822-9655
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I
: THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR is
published by America West, 800-729I 4131, P.O. Box 2208, Carson City,
; NV 89702. Subscription rates are:

I

$20 for 13 issues (US); $22 (Canada/
Mexico);

$30 (Foreign);

or 26 issues

for $40 (US); $44 (Canada/Mexico);
$60 (Foreign); or 52 issues for $75
(US); $80 (Canada/Mexico);
$110

Includes back issues for
current volume.
(Foreign).

Guantitv Subscrintions: $97.50 for25
copies of 13 issues; $135. for 5Ocopies of 13 issues (US); $250 for 100
copies, of 13 issues (US); $500 for 100
copies of26 issues (US); or $1,000 for
100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS
postpaid Continental US. Alaska, HI.,
Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or
write for shipping charges.
Back issues of THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR/EXPRESS. Minimumorder 5-49 copies of one issue $0.75
each Postpaid in the Continental U.S.A.
50 copies of one issue $15 .OO plus
$7.50 shipping. 100 copies of one
issue $30.00 plus $11.75 shipping in
the Continental U.S.A.
Alaska, Hawaii, Canada & Foreign
orders please call or write for additional shipping charges.
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